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Deliverables 5.1
Establishing atmospheric and water data model for aquaponics production system

Atmospheric and water data modeling: General considerations regarding atmospheric
and water models for aquaponics production systems
1. Atmospheric and water data model for aquaponics production system
Agricultural and livestock activities are considered the biggest consumers of fresh water.
Estimations reveal that 85% of the global fresh water consumption is for agriculture (Hoekstra and
Chapagain, 2007) and nearly one-third of the total water footprint of agriculture in the world is
used for livestock products (Mekonnen and Hoektra, 2012).
In the last 30 years, the increase in the income of the population in developing countries,
led to an increase in fish consumption from 25.0 to 104.3 million ton fish per year (FAO, 2014).
Due to the depletion of marine resources the FAO predicts that in the future the supply of fish for
the population will be entirely dependent on fish production in aquaculture systems.
The increased demand for fish, water and fertilizer for crop production and the concerns
about environment and health are motivations to test innovative farming systems such as
“aquaponics” as viable systems for sustainable fish and crop production (FAO, 2014).
Aquaponics has ancient roots. Aztec cultivated agricultural islands known as chinampas in a
system considered by some to be the first form of aquaponics for agricultural use (Boutwelluc,
2007 and Rogosa, 2013) where plants were raised on stationary islands in lake shallows and waste
materials dredged from the chinampa canals and surrounding cities were used to manually irrigate
the plants (Boutwelluc, 2007 and Rogosa, 2013). Also, South China, Thailand, and Indonesia who
cultivated and farmed rice in paddy fields in combination with fish are cited as examples of early
aquaponics systems (FAO, 2001). These aquaponic farming systems existed in many far eastern
countries, in USA, and Canada.
Recent advances by researchers and growers alike have turned aquaponics into a working
model of sustainable food production. The integration of fish and plants results in a polyculture
that increases diversity and yields multiple products.
Aquaculture development as a whole in the country in combination with production
technology, favorable socioeconomic condition and culture environment has already proven
successful in terms of increasing productivity, improving profitability and maintaining
sustainability (Toufique and Belton, 2014).
Aquaponics is, farming technique in which water from aquaculture is used to grow crops
and extra water returns back to the fish tank. When this water circulated near root zone, nitrogen
fixing bacteria (manly nitrosomonas and nitrobactor) convert ammonia (NH 4+) into nitrite (NO2-)
and then to nitrate (NO3-) form. By these, plants get nutrients as fertilizer and nitrates been less
toxic to fish; fish grows better than normal aqua farming. By this integration of fish farming and
agriculture, one can get maximum output.
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Fishes produces nitrogenous compound mainly ammonia which is hazardous to fish, even
in small quantities and toxicity increases in relation to pH and temperature in the water column.
On the other hand, Nitrosomonas bacteria break down ammonia to NO2- and Nitrobacter convert
the nitrite into nitrate which is food for the plants. By contrast, NO 3- is less harmful to fish.
Decaying organic matters can help to fertilize ponds, at the same time provides good environment
for growing plants which are less prone to disease unlike soil. Raft aquaponics is one of the ways
to use aquaculture site for vegetable production and can help to overcome nutritional demand for
the growing population.
Green leafy vegetables with low to medium nutrient requirements are well adapted to
aquaponic systems, including lettuce, basil, spinach, chinese cabbage, chives, herbs, and
watercress (www.backyardaquaponics.com ).
The selection of plant species in aquaponics system is important. Lettuce, herbs, okra and
especially leafy greens have low to medium nutritional requirements and are well suitable to
aquaponics system. Plants yielding fruits like tomato, bell pepper and cucumber have higher
nutritional requirement and perform better in a heavily stocked and well established aquaponics
system (Adler et all, 2000).
Research conducted at University of Florida showed that cucumber crop can be successfully
adopted with aquaponics system. This is estimated that 45.300 Kg of fish will produce sufficient
nitrogen for 4050 lettuce or 540 tomato plants when they are fed with 3 % of their body weight.
Freshwater fish are the most common aquatic animal raised using aquaponics, although
freshwater crayfish and prawns are also sometimes used (Drive, 2006).
A few fish species are adapted to recirculating aquaculture which includes tilapia, trout, perch,
arctic char and bass. Most commercial aquaponics system in North America is based on tilapia.
Furthermore, tilapia is tolerant of fluctuating water conditions such as pH, temperature, oxygen
and dissolved solids (Rakocy, 1999). Tilapia is the fish species which is very hardy, can tolerate
wide range of environmental parameters, can live with versatile of feed and are fast growthing fish
species (Salam, M.A., 2012).
The hydroponic greenhouse production system requires a high degree of environmental
control including supplemental lighting and moveable shade to provide a target amount of light
which, in turn, results in a predictable amount of daily growth. Computer technology is an integral
part in the production of hydroponic. A computer control system should be used to control the
abiotic environment. Different sensors are used to monitor greenhouse environment parameters.
These parameters include temperature of greenhouse air and nutrient solution, relative humidity
and carbon dioxide concentration of greenhouse air, light intensities from sunlight and
supplemental lighting, pH, Dissolved Oxygen (DO) levels, and Electrical Conductivity (EC) of the
nutrient solution. Sensors will communicate the environmental conditions to the control computer
which will activate environmental control measures such as heating, ventilation, and lighting.
Atmospheric and water data model for aquaponic production system:
 Temperature
 Relative Humidity
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Carbon Dioxide or CO2
Lights
Dissolved Oxygen
pH
Electrical Conductivity
Temperature controls the rate of plant growth. Generally, as temperatures increase,
chemical processes proceed at faster rates. Most chemical processes in plants are regulated by
enzymes which, in turn, perform at their best within narrow temperature ranges. Above and
below these temperature ranges, enzyme activity starts to deteriorate and as a result chemical
processes slow down or are stopped. At this point, plants are stressed, growth is reduced, and,
eventually, the plant may die. The temperature of the plant environment should be kept at
optimum levels for fast and successful maturation. Both the air and the water temperature must
be monitored and controlled.
The relative humidity (RH) of the greenhouse air influences the transpiration rate of plants.
High RH of the greenhouse air causes less water to transpire from the plants, which causes less
transport of nutrients from roots to leaves and less cooling of the leaf surfaces. High humidities
can also cause disease problems in some cases. For example, high relative humidity encourages
the growth of botrytis and mildew.
The CO2 concentration of the greenhouse air directly influences the amount of
photosynthesis (growth) of plants. Normal outdoor CO2 concentration is around 390 parts per
million (ppm). Plants in a closed greenhouse during a bright day can deplete the CO 2 concentration
to 100 ppm, which severely reduces the rate of photosynthesis. In greenhouses, increasing CO 2
concentrations to 1000-1500 ppm speeds growth. CO2 is supplied to the greenhouse by adding
liquid CO2. Heaters that provide carbon dioxide as a by-product exist but we do not recommend
these because they often provide air contaminants that slow the growth.
Light measurements are taken with a quantum sensor, which measures Photosynthetically
Active Radiation (PAR) in the units μmol/m2/s. PAR is the light which is useful to plants for the
process of photosynthesis. Measurements of PAR give an indication of the possible amount of
photosynthesis and growth being performed by the plant. Foot-candle sensors and lux meters are
inappropriate because they do not directly measure light used for photosynthesis.
Dissolved oxygen (DO) measurements indicate the amount of oxygen available in the pond
nutrient solution for the roots to use in respiration. If no oxygen is added to the pond, DO levels
will drop to nearly 0 ppm. The absence of oxygen in the nutrient solution will stop the process of
respiration and seriously damage and kill the plant. Pure oxygen is added to the recirculation
system in the ponds. Usually the level is maintained at 8 (7-10, no advantage to 20) ppm. For
sufficiently small systems, it is possible to add air to the solution through an air pump and
aquarium air stone but the dissolved oxygen level achieved will not be as high as can be achieved
with pure oxygen.
The pH of a solution is a measure of the concentration of hydrogen ions. The pH of a
solution can range between 0 and 14. A neutral solution has a pH of 7. That is, there are an equal
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number of hydrogen ions (H+) and hydroxide ions (OH-). Solutions ranging from pH 0-6.9 are
considered acidic and have a greater concentration of H+. Solutions with pH 7.1-14 are basic or
alkaline and have a greater concentration of OH-.The pH of a solution is important because it
controls the availability of the fertilizer salts.
Electrical conductivity (EC) is a measure of the dissolved salts in a solution. As nutrients are
taken up by a plant, the EC level is lowered since there are fewer salts in the solution. Alternately,
the EC of the solution is increased when water is removed from the solution through the processes
of evaporation and transpiration. If the EC of the solution increases, it can be lowered by adding
pure water, e.g., reverse osmosis water). If the EC decreases, it can be increased by adding a small
quantity of a concentrated nutrient stock solution.
Water quality parameters such as NH4+/NH3+, NO3-, NO2-, PO4-, pH and dissolved oxygen
were measured fortnightly using test kits. Number of flowers, fruits and fruits weight were
recorded. All the sampling data were recorded in the Microsoft Excel 7 for analysis.
The production of the lettuce crop is started in a germination area where they germinate
and grow for 11 days. They should be shaded from full sun on the first day after germination, but
can then be exposed to full light (17 mol/m2/d) or slightly greater. On Day 11, the plants are
transported to the greenhouse and transplanted into the pond area where they are grown until
re-spacing on day 21 and finally harvested on Day 35.
Lettuce will grow satisfactorily at a DO level of at least 4 ppm.
A pH of 5.8 is considered optimum for the described lettuce growing system, however a
range of 5.6-6.0 is acceptable. Nutrient deficiencies may occur at ranges above or below the
acceptable range.
Letuce atmospheric and water data model for hidroponic production system:
 Air Temperature: 24 0C Day/19 0C Night (75 0F/65 0F)
 Water Temperature: No higher than 250C, cool at 260C, heat at 240C
 Relative Humidity: minimum 50 and no higher than70%
 Carbon Dioxide: 1500 ppm if light is available, ambient (~390 ppm) if not
 Light: 17 mol m-2 d-1 combination of solar and supplemental light
 D O: 7 mg/L or ppm, crop failure if less than 3 ppm
 pH: 5.6-6 upH
To understand the environmental condition of pond, the physico-chemical parameters of
water were needed to be measured. The main parameters including temperature, pH, dissolved
oxygen, nitrate and ammonia were measured before starting the experiment.
For determine the growth parameters, length, weight and number of leaves and branches
were taken into consideration. The percent gain of growth parameters of the aquaponic plan were
measured using the following formula.
Final stage- Initial stage
%gain = ---------------------------------------- x 100
Initial stage
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The recorded data were entered into the spreadsheet in MS Excel 2010 and then
summarized properly before statistical analysis. After entering the data, the descriptive statistical
analyses were done by MS Excel.
Aquaponics water data model
Aquaculture production depends on physical, chemical and biological qualities of pond
water to a greater extent. The successful pond management requires an understanding of water
quality. Intensification of pond makes the water quality undesirable with a number of water
quality parameters. Pond water quality is largely defined by temperature, transparency, turbidity,
water color, carbon dioxide, pH, alkalinity, hardness, unionized ammonia, nitrite, nitrate, primary
productivity, biological oxygen demand and plankton population (Bhatnagar and Devi, 2013).
The accepted level of ammonia should be under the range of 0.05 to 0.10 mg/l (Shoko et
al., 2014) and above range it is toxic to the cultured fish (Francis-Floyd et al., 2009).
According to Mizanur et al. (2004), intensive aquaculture ponds sediments has various
fertilizing components such as nitrogen, phosphorous, sulphur etc. which are very useful for
growth and production of aquaponic plants. Moreover, water spinach is an efficient plant having
clustered roots that can absorb nutrients from the water very efficiently (Kibria and Haque, 2012).
The length-weight relationship of water spinach depends on the fertility of media from
where nutrients are supplied. The plant’s length-weight relationship is attributed to a variety and
concentration of nutrients, of which nitrogen is the dominating factor. Waste water of stinging
catfish ponds supplied various nitrogenous components of which ammonia has considerable
fertilizing supports to the plant under floating condition on the pond surface (Kibria and Haque,
2012).
Aquaponics biological data model
Aquaponics is an integrated and intensive fish-crop farming system under constant
recirculation of water through interconnected devices. It is considered a promising technology,
which is highly productive under correct set up and proper management (Lal 2013; Orsini et al.,
2013). First, fish feed is eaten by fish and converted into ammonia (NH 3+). Some ammonia ionizes
in water to ammonium (NH4+). Then, bacteria (Nitrosomonas) convert ammonia into nitrite (NO2-)
and consequently bacteria (Nitrobacter) oxidize nitrite into nitrate (NO3-) (Tyson et al., 2011).
Finally, the water delivers nutrients and oxygen to promote plant growth. Graber and Junge
(2009), found similar yields between hydroponic systems and aquaponics systems. Finally, it is
important to establish systems under “smart water” use and to balance nutrient concentrations in
water to ensure maximum fish and plant growth.
Aquaponics is considered a method where water and nutrients are efficiently used and
maintained within the system (Liang & Chien, 2013). In aquaponics it is possible to reduce daily
water loss to 2% of the total water volume of the system. Due to the constant recirculation of
water it is also possible to maintain evenly distributed high nutrient concentrations in the water
(nitrate) as the small addition of water to compensate the daily loss will not dilute the nutrients
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(Rakocy, 2006). The “water smart” approach makes aquaponics an alternative systems to produce
food under sustainable practices in areas where water is scarce (Essa et al., 2008).
Developing an accurate and practical tool to predict plant and fish growth and monitor
nutrient concentrations in water, will improve the adoption and implementation small or
commercial scale of aquaponic systems as urban farming or as a business model for household
food security.
The objective of this model is to test and predicts plant and fish growth and net ammonium
and nitrate concentrations in water in an aquaponic system. This is done by comparing the model
outputs with measurements under controlled conditions in order to assess the accuracy of the
tool to simulate nutrient concentrations in water and fish and plant biomass production of the
system.
An accurate prediction of the model, with low radiation and temperature in our
experiment compared to the experiments with which the model was calibrated, will enhance the
value of the tool to monitor nutrient concentrations in water and the ability to determine crop and
fish production under diverse environmental conditions.
Aquaculture production can potentially cause environmental pollution due to the nutrients
content in the water discharged to the soil, underground water and other water sources (Edwards,
2015). By adding the plant component, the nutrients concentrated in the water will be taken up
through the plant roots and enhance plant growth, reducing the need of fertilizer. Furthermore,
the constant recirculation of water through interconnected devices, maintains and delivers
resources such as nutrients and water to all system components. Finally, the fact that aquaponics
systems do not need soils, makes them suitable to be built in small household areas in developing
countries or within the cities as urban farming (De Bon, 2010).
The nutrients such as nitrogen in particular, start the flow from feed intake by the fish and
excretion into the water. The feaces are rich in ammonia (NH3) and dependent on parameters
such as pH and temperature, this is partly or completely converted into ionized ammonium (NH 4+).
The combination of both forms is referred to as total ammonia nitrogen (TAN) (Francis-Floyd et al.,
2010). In reality, water is filtered through bio-filters containing bacteria which nitrify the TAN into
nitrite (NO2-) and afterwards into nitrate (NO3-) according to the following equations:
Equation 1: NH3+ + H2O ↔ NH4+ + OHEquation 2: NH4+ + 1.5O2 => NO2- + 2H+ + H2O
Equation 3: NO2- + 0.5 O2 => NO3At high pH the balance in equation 1 lies at the left (NH3+) and with low pH at the right
(NH4+). Both active forms of nitrogen (NH4+ and NO3-) can be absorbed by the plant, with
preference to nitrate as the active form to enhance plant growth (Andriolo et al., 2006).
Additionally, waste water from fish contains macronutrients such as phosphorous, potassium and
micronutrients such as iron that are important through the growing cycle of the crop (Diver, 2006).
Nevertheless, previous studies report nutrient deficiency in plants grown in the aqua pool after
the use of commercial fish feed over long periods (Roosta, 2014). Therefore, addition of
amendments such as Iron (Fe) is a common practice to supply the nutrient deficit caused by the
fish feed. Additionally, water exchange is adapted according to nutrients concentrations to avoid
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any toxicity (ammonia) and salinity such as sodium (Na) above 50 mg/l, and to minimize
denitrification (Ako and Baker, 2009).
In aquaponics systems the ratio between fish feed delivered per day and the area covered
by crops is essential to provide enough nutrients for plants and avoid toxicity levels from nitrate
and ammonia for fish. Additionally, accurate amounts of fish feed per day will avoid accumulation
of organic matter in the systems, reducing potential denitrification sources by anaerobic
conditions (Seawright et al., 1998). Rakocy et al. (2006) established a ratio between 60-100 g feed
per m2 of crop area for leafy crops such as lettuce, spinach, basil and cabbage.
The approach of aquaponics can also be seen as a weakness of the system. The
susceptibility of the fish to chemical compounds such as pesticides, increases the complexity of
aquaponics and forces it to rely on integrated pest management practices to avoid any negative
effect on the crop yield. Finally, according to the definition of Lehman et al., (1993) aquaponics are
considered sustainable food production systems which do not compromise any natural resource
and are free of any potential harmful chemical for humans and the environment (Somerville,
2014).
Fish are dependent on the external temperature to regulate their metabolic functions and
rate of activity that affect feed intake, digestion and oxygen consumption. However, fish have a
range of temperatures they can tolerate according to species (warm and cold water fish).
Therefore, assessing the environmental conditions (temperature) of a region is essential to choose
the fish species to be produced.
Aquaponics systems are complex and sensible food productions system which demand
daily maintenance and monitoring. Furthermore, parameters such as water temperature,
dissolved oxygen (DO), pH, and nutrient levels must be monitored frequently to avoid inefficient
performance (Bernstein 2011). Rakocy et al. (2006) recommended DO concentration in water of 6
mg/L in order to provide enough oxygen for plants, fish and bacteria. Moreover, a high ammonia
concentration in water is toxic for fish, decreasing their growth (feeding and digestion) and
eventually can cause death. Therefore, the suggested maximum concentration of ammonia
(1mg/L) should be maintained in water (Ebeling et al. 2012). Additionally, The European Inland
Fishery Advisory Commission (EIFAC) established a maximum ammonia (NH3+) concentration of
0.25 mg/L in water. Nitrate concentrations should be kept lower than 50 mg/L to avoid negative
effect in the fish immune system and prevent algae bloom in the system in order to avoid the
reduction in the oxygen concentrations in water (Watson and Hill, 2006). Finally, other macro and
micronutrients are not often measured individually in aquaponics. Any concentration above 200
mg/L of total dissolved solid in water should be avoid (Rakocy et al. 2006).
In order to avoid accumulation of toxic compounds in water such as ammonia and nitrite,
which can cause fish death, it is necessary to decompose these compounds into more favorable
compounds and promote the growth of plant and fish. The main purpose of the bacteria
(Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter) present in the bio filter is to convert (TAN), essentially the -ionized
fraction (NH3), into nitrate (NO3-). Additionally, the larger the amount of oxygen and ammonium
present in the water, the higher the expected nitrification rate (Lucas and Southgate, 2003).
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The productivity of water plants and the quality of water for culturing are influenced,
among others, by the stocking density ratio in the culture media, in order to achieve an ideal
combination for a useful biological control. The results of fish metabolism in forms of ammonium
(NH4+), nitrate (NO3-) and phosphate can be utilized by the water plants to reduce the percentage
of nitrogen in the media (Rakocy 2007), as well as to increase the growth level of the water plants.
Aquaponics growing model
Lettuce is the most common leafy crop grown in aquaponics systems, due to its low
nutrient demand and short growing cycle (5 weeks). Moreover, the constant recirculation of water
in aquaponics systems provides a permanent supply of nutrients to the root zone and therefore no
depletion on nutrients is visible (Tyson et al., 2011). Seginer (2003) suggests to maintain a pH
between 7.5 and 8.0 to promote nitrification and availability of nutrients as phosphorous, calcium
and magnesium. Nevertheless, Rakocy et al., (2006) state that such high pH values affect
negatively the solubility of essential micronutrients such as iron, manganese, copper, zinc and
boron. Therefore, a pH between 6.5 and 7.0 is acceptable for the three main components of the
aquaponic system (plant, fish and bacteria).
Lettuce is considered a cold season crop and temperatures below 7˚C and above 25˚C will
result in physiological disorders and unmarketable quality products. Providing the crop with a
proper environment will achieve greater biomass production.
Based on the volume of crops produced, it appears that the productivity of the plant in the
aquaponics system is lower compared to hydroponics. According Bittsanskzky et al. (2016), most
plant nutrients were at significantly lower concentrations in the research aquaponics systems as
compared with the standard hydroponic solutions. The differences were highest in the case of Fe 2+
and Mn2+ (with ratios of 68.5 and 138.7, respectively). Fish density also affects the availability of
nutrients for plants in aquaponics system. The results of the study Villarroel et al (2011) states that
the total amount of feed required per mEq at the low biomass (2 kg fish/m3) ranged from 1.6113.1 kg for the four most abundant ions (NO3-, Ca2+, H2PO4- and K+), suggesting that it is feasible to
integrate fish culture (at low densities) to reduce the cost of the hydroponic solution
supplementation for strawberries. The nutritional requirements vary with variety, life cycle stage,
day length, and weather conditions. However, the use of lettuce and kale in this study had an
appropriate selection. Provided that the system is stocked with enough fish, it is not necessary to
add nutrients for plants with short cropping cycle which do not produce fruits (e.g. lettuce). In
contrast to, for example, lettuce, tomatoes which need to bear fruit, mature and ripen, need
supplemental nutrients.
The results showed that the frequency of crops is higher than the fish harvest. This is in line
with the Love et al (2015) found that fish production was less profitable than production plant in
the aquaponic units analyzed. That may help to explain why we found more than fish production
plant production in the current study. Also plant growing cycles are shorter, and the area used for
their production tends to be larger than for fish. According to Hepher and Pruginin (1981), this
decline of dissolved oxygen and increase of ammonium in the water are caused by the number
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and size of the cultured fish. Boyd and Linchtkoppler (1982) explained that the higher the stocking
density ratio, the higher the demand for oxygen due to the increasing number of fish.
Along with the increase in fish weight, the oxygen consumption rate and metabolism waste
of each fish also increase. The decrease in the dissolved oxygen concentration may further lead to
fish’s loss of appetite which stunts the fish growth. Tilapia in farms can tolerate lower
concentrations (ranging from 3 to 4 mg/L), the optimum levels of dissolved oxygen are higher, and
so the desirable range is usually above 5 mg/L (Pillay 2004). Meanwhile dissolved oxygen that
sufficient for the growth of the catfish larvae is above 1 mg/L (Durborow et al. 1985).
Treatment with water plants can heighten the concentration of dissolved oxygen because,
in the daytime, the plants are undergoing assimilation and add oxygen to the water. At night, the
plants use the oxygen available in the water for respiration. As a result, the increase of dissolved
oxygen concentration due to the treatment with water plants will further improve the appetite of
the fish that in turn leads to better fish growth. Dissolved oxygen in water can affect the activity of
tilapia and metabolism in the body of the fish (Ardita et al. 2015).
Water plants ensure the nitrification process runs well due the interaction among fish,
water plants and nitrifying bacteria. Protein coming from the feed is decomposed into a simple
compound by converter bacteria, such as Nitrosomonas that can convert ammonia into nitrite and
Nitrobacter that converts nitrite into nitrate; this nitrate is further used by the water spinach and
lettuce as a nutrient, thus balancing the content of nitrogen in the aquaponics system (Graber and
Junge 2009). This is a good thing for us because nitrate happens to be the favorite food of plants.
Also the fish will tolerate a much higher level of nitrate than ammonia or nitrite (Blidariu and
Grozea 2011). In this condition, the quality of water remains adequate to support fish growth
through the good use of feed.
In terms of water quality, and the concentrations of salts and minerals needed for the
production of sweet basil (or general guidelines), Racozy (2003) noted: ‘Our general guideline is to
feed fish at a ratio of 57 grams per m2 of plant growing area per day. This ratio provides good
nutrient levels. We supplement with equal amounts calcium hydroxide and potassium hydroxide
to maintain pH near 7.0. Every three weeks we add 2 mg/L of iron in the form of a chelated
compound. In a commercial-scale aquaponic system at UVI (University of the Virgin Islands) that
was to produce lettuce continuously for 2.5 years, nutrient concentrations varied within the
following ranges (mg/L) that would have produced excellent sweet basil growth’:
According to Effendi (2003) phosphorus in the form of phosphate is a necessary
macronutrient and very essential for aquatic organisms including aquatic plants. Lack of
phosphate may stunt the growth of phytoplankton which may further affect the aquatic balance in
the water (Bahri 2006). At the end of the study, the treatments with water plants result in a lower
concentration of phosphate, since the phosphate has been used as a nutrient by plants. On the
other hand, in the control treatment without water plants, the phosphate concentration increases
due to it not being used by plants. In a low water exchange, the accumulation of phosphate, As
and Cu led to higher mortality and reduced larvae length and body weight in the culture of carp
(Okemwa 2015). Phosphorus is one of the essential nutrients due compound will be absorbed by
phytoplankton and get into the food chain (Hutagalung and Rozak 1997).
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Orthophosphate is a form of phosphorus that can be directly utilized by aquatic plants,
while polyphosphate orthophosphate should be reduced first before being used. Maintain the
levels of phosphorus in the aquaponics system is very important because if its levels are too high
can cause algae or microorganisms in the water to grow uncontrolled in aquaculture ponds. The
deficiency of phosphorus will cause some signs of deficiency include slow growth and leaf stem
(Diver 2006).
2. Aquaculture production systems classification
Aquaculture production systems and technological facilities can be classified based on a
multitude of aspects, of a technic, technological and ecological nature. It is known that the main
technological facilities encountered in an aquaculture production system are the rearing units, and
these are classified into the following categories:
 Ponds (diked, excavated, dammed);
 “Raceways” – canal-like, long rearing units, with an intense water flow (based on the
design, placement and water flow, these are the following types: single water passage
“raceways”, parallel or in-series “raceways”, floating/”in pond” “raceways”);
 Tanks of different shapes (circular, octagonal, rectangular) made of concrete, fiber glass,
plastics, metal, etc.;
 Mesh holding structures (floating cages, enclosures/pens);
 Shellfish aquaculture specific installations (floating pontoons, floating grates, floating trays,
etc.).
Regarding production systems, the literature mentions numerous criteria for classification.
 By type of rearing unit within the production system:
 Pond aquaculture;
 “Raceway” aquaculture;
 Recirculating aquaculture systems (RAS);
 Floating cages aquaculture;
 Mesh pens aquaculture.
 Relative to the rearing intensity level:
 Extensive, semi-intensive;
 Intensive;
 Very intensive.
 By the placement of the technological facilities:
 Terrestrial;
 Aquatic;
 Transition.
 depending on the complexity of technological management and water quality control the
production systems are:
 Opened, semi-controlled (ponds, “raceways”, mesh retention structures: cages and
pens);
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Controlled (systems with serial water reuse, systems with partial water reuse,
recirculating systems).
 after the production-environment system relationship, respectively the possibility of
impact control of the production system on the environment:
 Opened (mesh retention structures, shellfish aquaculture specific installations);
 Semi-closed (ponds, “raceways”, other tank-type rearing units);
 Closed (recirculating systems).
 according to the way of water management in a production system:
 flow-through aquaculture systems (the water passes once through the rearing units
and it is entirely discarded in the waterway from whence it was collected);
 Partial water reuse aquaculture systems – PRAS (a part of the rearing units effluent is
retained and recycled to reuse the water);
 Recirculating aquaculture systems – RAS (the production system effluent is entirely
recycled and reused).
 By water salinity:
 Freshwater aquaculture systems/continental aquaculture;
 Saltwater aquaculture systems/marine aquaculture;
 Brackish aquaculture systems/brackish aquaculture.
 By the reared species:
 Cyprinids aquaculture;
 Salmonids aquaculture;
 Sturgeon aquaculture;
 Mollusks aquaculture;
 Crustaceans aquaculture;
 Algae aquaculture, etc.
 Considerations related to the profitability of aquaculture and/or reduction of the
environmental impact has led to its integration/association with different plant and animal
systems. As such, the following production systems can be identified:
 Aquaponics systems;
 Multi-trophic integrated aquaculture systems;
 Partitioned aquaculture systems;
 Plant growing and aquaculture integrated systems;
 Animal rearing and aquaculture integrated systems;
 Substrate-based aquaculture systems;
 Periphyton-based aquaculture systems.
Thus, the industrial aquaculture activity operational management differs mainly depending
on the production system that is being used.
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3. Recirculating aquaculture systems SWOT analysis



























STRENGTHS
Very low environmental impact;
Improved product bio-security and food
safety;
Great water conservation;
Improved control over discharge/effluent;
No issues with predatory species;
No issues with escapees;
Excellent temperature control;
No (or very low) use of medicine;
No weather issues;
Efficient constructed space use;
Close to market;
Continuous production, all year round;
Safer working conditions;
Ability to sustain very high stocking densities
in a much smaller volume of water.
OPPORTUNITIES
Production system automation;
Reduction of capital costs and
running/operating costs;
Excellent integration with alternative energy
sources;
Safe for rearing new species;
Excellent management and record keeping
of the production system;
Availability of backup and alarm systems;
Improved marketing and product placement;
Stock improvement and genetic selection;
Reuse of waste as fertilizer/nutrients for
aquaponics systems;
Consumer demands for healthy products.
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WEAKNESSES
Higher implementation costs;
Higher electricity costs;
Evolving system design;
Not labeled as “organic”;
Poor investor confidence;
Intensive rearing bad image;
Profits are marginal compared with other
aquaculture systems;
Issues of flesh tainting;
Rearing knowledge limited to only a few
species;
Need of experienced staff to run/maintain
the system;
Limited marketing experience;
Higher sensitivity to changing market prices.
THREATS
Diseases, and the fast spreading of this due
to the higher stocking density in a smaller
water volume;
Possibility of increasing energy costs;
Market susceptibility to cheaper imports;
Fish feed costs and availability;
Human error;
System component failure;
Power failures (in case of nonexistent
backup power source);
Low/poor quality systems/system
components;
Scalability issues;
Availability of veterinary medicines;
Availability of experienced personal.
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4. Examples of configurations for recirculating integrated systems which uses aquaponics
techniques
A. First design (Recommended for hobbyist/family production systems)

Figure 1. Recirculating integrated aquaculture system with for hobbyist/family use
B. Second design (Recommended for small scale production systems)

Figure 2. Recirculating integrated aquaculture system with aquaponics module placed after
the biological filtration unit
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C. First design (Recommended for medium scale production systems)

Figure 3. Recirculating integrated aquaculture system with aquaponics module placed above
fish growing units and communicating directly with them.
D. Third design (Recommended for large scale production systems)

Figure 4. Large scale recirculating integrated aquaculture system with aquaponics module
placed after the biological filtration unit
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5. Processes in recirculating integrated aquaculture systems, based on aquaponics
techniques
5.1. Sediments removal
5.1.1. Introduction
Suspended solids removal represents a primary objective in the design of water treatment
schemes within recirculating systems. Numerous organic particles that can be found in the rearing
environment strongly influence the noxious substances content and the oxygen content, leading
to serious diseases of the biological material within the rearing systems, especially in the case of
those with a high level of water reuse.
The impact caused by the suspended solids within the water consists in the following:
causing lesions to fish, mechanical clogging of the biological filters, increasing ammonia levels due
to the nitrification processes, and the increase in oxygen consumption needed for organic matter
decomposition. As a consequence, solid wastes are an important factor in limiting productivity,
especially in the case of systems those with a high level of water recirculation. The EIFAC
recommended maximum allowed concentration for solid particles content is 15 mg/L.
There are three ways of approach in regard to the suspended solids control within
recirculating systems:
 Sedimentation and micro-screen filtration – insures the removal of large particles, but are
inefficient for fine particles (< 50 µm); are recommended for systems that function with
limited water reuse;
 Granular media filtration – is efficient for the control of suspended solids under 50 µm and is
recommended for systems with a high degree of water reuse or for systems with special
demands regarding water transparency; just like the micro-screens, the granular media filters
require a small space, but, in general, lead to a much higher loss of hydraulic load than in the
case of settling tanks (sumps) or micro-screen filters;
 Special physical and chemical processes – consist in the use of special installations
(hydrocyclones, activated carbon filters, foam fractionators, ozonizers, porous filters); these
are not used separately, they, usually, constitute complementary filtration to the processes
previously presented.
Within a recirculating system, the total suspended solid (TSS) particles with a diameter greater
than 1 µm, are an important parameter for environment quality assessment. The concentration of
these TSS must be maintained, through an adequate management, within optimum limits for each
reared species. For example, for salmonids, it is appreciated that fine particles (5-10 µm)
accumulation can have lethal effects.
From a chemical point of view, the suspended solids are both of an organic and inorganic
nature. The organic part, known as volatile suspended solids (VSS) determine oxygen
consumption. The inorganic part, contributes to the forming of sludge deposits, with negative
effects on the habitat.
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From a physical point of view, the suspended solids can also be categorized as sedimentable
(> 100 µm) and unsedimentable (< 100 µm). As the size of the particles decreases, the efficiency of
the removal processes is reduced.
The removal of the suspended solid particles within an aquaculture production system is
realized through known processes of solid/liquid phase separation, namely gravitational
separation, mechanical filtration and flotation.
The gravitational separation is based on the sedimentation principle in settling tanks (sumps)
or from case to case in hydrocyclones.
The mechanical filtration consists in the retention of the suspended solid phase as water
passes through screens, granular media or porous media.
Through the flotation procedure, the solid particles are attached to the surface of air bubbles
introduced within the water under pressure and later removed from the system through specific
processes.
In all these processes, the solid phase separation consists in the passing of these particles
through a separation surface. The separation surfaces are represented, according to the previously
presented processes, by the bottom of the settling tank, the external surface of the filtration
medium, respectively by the air bubbles.
5.1.2. Gravitational separation
Gravitational separation consists in the gravitational removal of the solid particles from the
water of an aquaculture production system. There are three gravitational separation procedures,
namely: sedimentation, centrifugation and hydrocyclone separation.
Sedimentation
This represents the simplest method used for solid macroparticles control. The procedure
consists in the passing of the suspended solids loaded water, at a low flow rate, through a specially
set tank (sump) with the purpose of decanting it.
The settling tanks can function in a continuous or discontinuous regime, depending on the
degree of suspended solids accumulated in the water, the granulometric composition of the solid
particles, and the technologic flow rate. For RAS, continuous flow rate settling tanks are most
common.
Continuous flow rate settling tanks, usually rectangular in shape, are compartmented in four
zones (fig. 5) each of these having specific functions regarding the access of technological “dirty”
water, assuring the settling conditions, accumulation of the settled solids and evacuation of the
technological “clean” water.
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Figure 5. Continuous flow rate settling tank (Timmons et al., 2002)
The inlet zone assures an even distribution of the suspended solids along the entire surface
of the tank. The settling zone, through its morpho-dimensional characteristics, insures the actual
solid phase separation process through settling. From the sludge accumulation zone, solids are
removed periodically. The settled water is collected at the tank outlet zone level, over its entire
cross-section and is discharged through the top.
Centrifugation
Centrifugation is a procedure that, mainly, consists in the separation of solid particles from a
system with the help of centrifugal forces induced by the system’s rotation around its own axle.
In this way, the separation process is substantially intensified, the dimensions of the solid
particle control system and the time needed for suspended solids removal being considerably
reduced.
From a constructive and functional point of view, the centrifugation separation installations
can have a continuous or intermittent flow rate. For the treatment of aquaculture wastewater, the
continuous flow rate centrifuges are used (fig. 6).

Figure 6. Conical scroll-type continuous centrifuge (Wheaton, 1985)
The parameters that influence the functioning and the efficiency of the centrifugal
installation are the rotation speed, solid material (TSS) concentration, the system’s clean water
discharge section size, and the thickness of the water layer maintained along the wall of the
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installation. The clean water outlet section is adjustable according to the degree of solid
wastewater loading and the TSS concentration required for the cleaned water.
Hydrocyclone separation
Hydrocyclones also function on the principle of centrifugal separation of the suspended solid
particles in a liquid medium as a result of amplification of the weight difference between liquid
and solid phase under the action of centrifugal force. The separation efficiency is determined by
the difference between solid particle density and water density.
The figure (fig. 7) shows the design schematic of a continuous flowing centrifugal installation
and the principle of its operation. It is noticed that wastewater penetrates tangentially at a certain
speed at the top of the installation. The specific way of the inlet water determines the general
vertical spiral motion of the water in the installation.
The circular motion of the water causes the heavier solid particles to move toward the
hydrocyclone wall. The specific spiral centrifugal motion of the mass of water within the
hydrocyclone causes a downward current in the peripheral area adjacent to the walls and an
upward current in the central area. Thus, the suspended solids, centrifuged in the wall area, will be
trained towards the base of the hydrocyclone and discharged.
The efficiency of a hydrocyclone used to control solid particles in a recirculating system
depends on its constructive characteristics, the speed of inlet water in the hydrocyclone and the
suspended solids (TSS) concentration in the water.
Hydrocyclones, relatively small size equipment, are widely used in industry due to their low
cost. The main drawback, which restricts their use, is the high electricity consumption needed to
drive pumps that have to provide high pressure and high water speeds in the installation.

Figure 7. Operation of hydrocyclone (Wheaton, 1985)
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5.1.3. Mechanical filtration
Mechanical filtration is a basic process used to control solid particles in recirculating
systems. The mechanical filters separate the solid phase from the liquid phase when water passes
through a filter medium based on the difference between the particles size of the solid phase
components.
Mechanical filters provide an easy way to operate and are relatively easy to maintain under
the conditions of careful design and exploitation. Mechanical filters can be made in various types
of variants depending on the capacity of the growing systems and the loading degree of solids in
water (TSS).
Mechanical filtration does not ensure total removal of solid particles, very small ones are to
be eliminated by applying specific procedures.
Operating costs of mechanical filters are appreciable if the concentration in the TSS is high,
which is why mechanical filtration must be preceded by a gravitational separation.
Depending on the nature of the filter medium, the following mechanical filtration processes
are most commonly used in aquaculture:
 screen filtration;
 granular media (GM) filtration;
 porous media (PM) filtration.
Screen filtration
The process consists in the passage of wastewater through a site system that retains and
eliminates most of the solid particles. The screens are sized according to the solids water loading
(TSS) and granulometric composition.
The main advantage of mechanical screen filter is the recording of low load losses at the
passage of water through the filter medium comparable to those recorded for gravitational
separation.
Mechanical screen filters also show some inconveniences that must be known for a careful
exploitation. Thus, small particles cannot be retained, requiring removal by other processes. Also,
at a high water flow through the filter, large particles fragment, resulting in fine particles not being
retained by the filter. Theoretically, it is possible to remove these fine particles if a proper mesh
size is chosen. However, the use of fine webs is limited by some impediments, such as high
pressure losses and rapid clogging of filters. In this case, filter cleaning costs can greatly reduce the
efficiency of their use.
Depending on the way of operation and the constructive solution, there are three types of
screens: stationary, rotatory and vibratory.
Stationary screen filters
They are the simplest mechanical filters. In the simplest form, the screen is placed
perpendicular to the liquid flow (fig. 8). In this way, particles larger than mesh size are retained
and collected by it.
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Stationary screens are seldom used for particles smaller than 1.5 mm in diameter, or when
the concentration of water in the TSS is too high because there is a risk of rapid clogging in this
case.
The maintenance of stationary sites consists of their periodic removal and their
countercurrent washing with a strong water jet; if the degree of clogging is high and the adhesion
of the solid particles to the screen is strong, the screens are mechanically cleaned with the brush
or by other means.
The screens can be made of various materials resistant to corrosive water (steel, brass,
stainless steel, textile fabrics, and plastics) in a wide mesh size dimension ranging of microns or
millimeters.

Figure 8. Stationary screen filter (Wheaton, 1985)
Rotary screen filters
Rotary screen filters are designed to reduce the clogging potential which is a major
disadvantage of stationary screens.
Constructively, such a filter is composed of a drum provided with a screen on the outer
surface. The rotary drum is partially immersed in the wastewater which flows through a prismatic
enclosure.
Continuous rotation of the drum causes the immersed part of the screen to filter solids, and
the upper part periodically passes in front of a mounted flushing system. The washing process,
permanently and automatically, ensures continuous operation, with minimal hydraulic system
losses and low labor need.
Specific to rotary screen filters is the fact that large amounts of water with a significant
amount of solids must be recycled before being discharged from the system.
Depending on the way of water access to the filter section, there are two types of rotary
filter filters, namely axial filters and radial filters.
Axial rotary screen filters
An axial filter with a rotary screen is made up of two chambers, the screen being at the level
of the septum. The wastewater, enters the first chamber, passes axially through the screen and
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arrives, in filtered form, in the second chamber where it is discharged. The rotation of the screen
causes the partially immersed portion to intermittently face a washing mechanism where a
pressurized downstream water jet washes the retained solid particles; the water loaded with
washed material is taken up by a trough placed on the upstream side of the screen and discharged
(fig. 9).

Figure 9. Axial flow rotary screen (Wheaton, 1985)
Rotary screen axial filters are relatively inexpensive, easy to operate and maintain. They can
be washed automatically and efficiently filter out wastewater with a higher concentration of solid
suspension (TSS) than stationary screen filters.
The screens used in an axial rotary filter are circular in shape. This is a major disadvantage
because, given that the water level in the first chamber cannot exceed, for functional reasons, the
axis of the screen, the active surface available for flow is determined by the diameter of the
screen. In the case of high flows, screens of appreciable diameters and large filtration enclosures
are required, also more complicated constructive solutions for washing and discharging solids are
required.
Radial rotary screen filters
The radial rotary screen filter consists of a cylindrical drum that rotates around its horizontal
axis, being partially immersed in filtered water that is passing through a specially designed tank.
The side surface of the drum is the active part of the installation and is a screen.
The suspended solids (TSS) water stream penetrates axially into the drum and is discharged,
filtered, in a radial direction through the mesh network of the screen.
Depending on the system of washing and evacuating solid particles retained in the screen,
there are several constructive variants of rotary screen radial filters.
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Radial rotary screen filters have the same advantages as axial flow filters. In addition, they
are not so restrictive in terms of capacity, as is the case with other filters.
Screens are made from a wide variety of materials, from galvanized steel to fabrics. The
choice of the material from which the screen will be made is based on the characteristics of the
treated water, the adopted construction solution and the screen mesh size.

Figure 10. Radial flow rotary screen filter with backwash (Wheaton, 1985)
Chain-type rotary screen filters
Constructively, this type of filter consists of a screen in the form of a funicular strip made up
of an assembly of articulated panels (fig. 11).
The screen is made in articulated variant to be rotated by the wheels mounted on the drum
spindle. Since it is difficult to obtain a perfect joint between the screen panels and between the
drive and screen chains, the use of this system is limited, being effective in the case of coarse
materials. The advantages of this type of filter consist in the fact that the size of the filter surface is
appreciable and the operating costs are reasonable. The functional characteristics of chain-type
rotating screen filters recommend them to equip the water intakes of aquaculture rearing
systems.
In most constructive solutions, the cleaning of rotary screens is accomplished by continuous
flushing with a water jet. For this reason, water losses used for washing can reach significant costs,
which is a major drawback of these types of filters. Rotary screen filters are recommended for
retaining small solid particles up to 3 μm. The minimum size that can be retained under effective
conditions is limited by the complexity of the plant and the amount of water required for washing.
The yield of the filter is determined by the mesh size, the size of the active surface, and the
amount and characteristics of solid particles in wastewater.
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Figure 11. Chain-type movable screen filter (Wheaton, 1985)
Vibratory screen filters
Vibratory screen filters are special installations where liquid and solid phase separation is
carried out on filter surfaces to be printed in order to intensify the filtration process, a vibrational
movement in the horizontal plane.
Depending on the direction of the water inlet into the installation, the vibratory screens are
of two types: axial drainage and radial drainage. The most commonly used in the aquaculture of
the recirculating systems are those with axial discharge (fig. 12).

Figure 12. Axial flow vibratory screen (Wheaton, 1985)
Wastewater loaded with solid particles moves at a certain speed along the vibratory screen
where the separation of the two phases occurs which are collected and discharged from the
system. The vibration motion is performed with electromagnetic vibrators having amplitudes and
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fixed or adjustable frequencies that are determined by the concentration and characteristics of
the suspended solids.
In the case of axial vibratory filters, it is important to ensure an optimal correlation between
the feed rate and the kinematics of the site so that the moisture content of the retained and
removed solids is small enough to reduce the water loss in the system as much as possible.
Granular media filtration
This type of filtration involves passing the waste water stream through a layer of granular
material (medium) and retaining the solid particles on its contact surface; the most commonly
used granular material is sand, but under certain conditions, other filtering agents (most often
plastic floating beads) may be used. Granular filters work gravitationally or under pressure and the
direction of water circulation through the filter medium can be upward or downward ((fig.13).
Sand filters
Sand filters consist of a layer of sand or other mineral granular material (gravel) through
which water passes. Filtration is a mechanical process that results in retaining solid particles at the
surface or pores of the filter medium, depending on their size.
The maximum particle size that can be retained in the filter is conditioned by the size of sand
grains generally ranging from 2.0 to 0.02 mm. In order to ensure the retention of smaller particles
in the order of the microns, very fine grained clay, clay or similar materials may be used; In this
case, the flow rate of the water through the filter medium is very low, reducing the efficiency of
the filter. As a rule, sand filters completely remove only particles larger than 30 μm in diameter.

Figure 13. Gravity flow sand filter (Wheaton, 1985)
The discharge rate through the filter and its clogging intensity are dependent on the particle
size of the filter medium and the concentration or characteristics of the solid particles in the
wastewater. Filtering media with fine grain yields low drainage speeds. The higher the
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concentration of TSS, the faster the filter will clog, and more frequent washing and, implicitly, high
washing water demand will be required.
Sand filters can work gravitationally or under pressure; the choice of one of the two
functional types is based on the concentration of the TSS in the waste water and the
technologically clean water flow (fig.14).

Figure 14. Pressure sand filter (Wheaton, 1985)
Bead filters
The filtration medium for these filters is a layer made up of 3 to 5 mm diameter plastic
floating beads. Due to the subunit specific weight, the plastic, lighter than the water, forms a
compact bed at the top of the filtration chamber which, by complex adsorption processes, retains
the solid particles in the wastewater.
Depending on the TSS water load and the construction features of the growing system, the
bead filters can operate free or under pressure and the water flow direction in the filter can be
descending or ascending.
The size and density of the beads are determined by the nature of the solid particles and the
concentration in the TSS.
The plastic bead filters have the advantage of a high reliability and the possibility of applying
some easy washing procedures.
Porous media filtration
Porous media filters are used to remove smaller solid particles that cannot be effectively
retained by other processes.
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The operating principle of these filters is similar to that of the screen filters and consists in
passing the waste water through a microporous structure filtering medium in which suspended
solids are retained. Unlike screen filters, porous agents are characterized by lower filtering speeds
and higher pressure losses.
In porous media filters, the thickness of the filtering layer is higher than that of the screen
filters, and the pore size is smaller than for regular granular filters.
The most commonly used porous agent is diatomaceous earth (DE).

Figure 15. Diatomaceous earth filter system (Wheaton, 1985)
Diatomaceous earth filters (fig. 15) are mechanical filters that are used for rearing systems
that require a high technological requirement in terms of clarity and degree of microorganism load
in the water. There are a multitude of diatomite earth categories used as filter media, the finest of
which is capable of retaining solid particles with diameters up to 0.1 μm.
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5.1.4. Physico-chemical processes
The physico-chemical processes accomplish the retention of fine solids as well as dissolved
solids, mainly through adsorption processes. Adsorption can be defined as a process of
accumulating or concentrating a substance on a separation between two phases. In waste water
treatment, adsorption usually takes place at the level of the separation between a liquid and a
solid or the separation surface between a liquid and a gas.
The most commonly used methods for treating waste water in recirculation systems by
physico-chemical processes are: adsorption at the level of the separation surface between a liquid
and a solid (active carbon filters and resin ion exchange filters) and adsorption to the separation
surface between a liquid and a gas (foam separator).
Active carbon filtration
The process consists in the passage of waste water through an active carbon layer where
adsorption resolves the dissolved substances. The dynamics of the adsorption process is directly
proportional to the decrease in surface tension at the level of the solid-liquid separation surface,
which in turn is directly proportional to the concentration of surfactants represented by the
solutes dissolved in water.
The efficiency of chemical filtration depends mainly on the size of the contact surface
available for the adsorption process. Active carbon is the material that satisfies this demand. The
carbon activation process consists in the formation of a very large number of cracks in its structure
by specific (thermal or chemical) processes, to which corresponds a significant contact surface.
Factors influencing adsorption on carbon
Adsorption on carbon depends on many factors whose influence is often simultaneous and
difficult to quantify. The main factors that influence this process are: the size of the contact
surface, the solvent's characteristics, the water reaction, the water temperature, the degree of
diversity of the solvents.

The contact surface is the most important factor influencing the adsorption process. As a
surface phenomenon, the adsorption level is determined, as mentioned, by the size of the
contact surface available to the adsorption process. The size of the contact surface depends
on the starting material from which the activated carbon is obtained, the type of activation
process used to produce it and the size of the constituent particles. Thus, activated carbon
can be obtained from various materials: bones, coal, wood, walnut shells (especially coconut
and peanuts), sawdust, processing waste and agricultural waste.

The solubility properties, the molecular weight and the ionic characteristics are the
characteristics of the solvent that influences the adsorption dynamics (as velocity and
efficiency). The law of Lundelius, the first of the qualitative laws defining the influence of
solvation characteristics on the adsorption process, establishes that the degree of
adsorption of the solution in a solution is inversely proportional to its solubility.

The water reaction (pH) frequently influences the adsorption of certain ions, partly because
the hydrogen and hydroxide ions tend to be strongly adsorbed, and on the other hand
because the pH influences the degree of ionization of the acid solutions and basic. The
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ionization state of these solutions influences adsorption. In general, organic pollutants in
water are better adsorbed to lower pH.

The effects of the temperature on the adsorption process are both direct and indirect. Since
the adsorption process is exothermic, low temperatures tend to favor higher adsorption
rates. Indirect influences refer to the influence of temperature on viscosity and water
density. However, the temperature in ordinary aquaculture systems has a relatively
insignificant influence on adsorption on activated carbon.

The degree of diversity of solvates in water from aquaculture systems is also a factor
influencing the dynamics of carbon adsorption. It has been shown that the presence of more
than one dissolved in water decreases the adsorption rate of each of them, but increases the
total adsorption capacity of the active carbon over the value that would have been achieved
in the case of a single solvite substance.
Types of activated charcoal filters
From a constructive and functional point of view, charcoal filters can be intermittent or
continuous.
The activated charcoal filter with intermittent flow regime consists of a granular activated
charcoal tank flooded with wastewater. Typically, the water-coal mixture is agitated to speed up
the adsorption process. For a specified period of time, called contact time, the water-charcoal
mixture is left at rest, after which the purified water is drained and the sedimentary coal is either
removed or reactivated. Active charcoal filters with intermittent flow mode function properly for
relatively small systems. It has the disadvantage of requiring high operating expenses to have a
limited flow.
Active charcoal filters with continuous flow mode can be classified according to flow
direction in ascending flow filters and descending flow filters.
The first system uses a granular activated charcoal pool similar to the intermittent system.
Waste water, introduced continuously at the bottom of the basin, passes through the charcoal bed
and is discharged to the top of the tank. In this case, contact time is dependent on the ascent
water speed as well as on the height of the coal bed. Upward flow filters can use either granular or
powdered charcoal.
The second type of continuous flow filter exposes an activated charcoal bed (usually a
column) to a descending stream of wastewater. This system eliminates oversized basins and is
frequently used to treat municipal waters.
Filters with ion exchangers
Ion exchange is an electrochemical process that consists of exchanging ions between two
substances, usually a solution and an insoluble solid in that solution. Ion exchange is not only an
adsorption phenomenon on a surface, but also involves the three-dimensional internal structure
of solid phase molecules. Ion exchange is, in these conditions, a complex process of both
adsorption and absorption.
Ion exchange resins can be classified, depending on the mode of production and their
characteristics, into one of the following four groups: very acidic cations, weak acid cations, very
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basic anions, weak basic anions. There are also some materials (clays and zeolites) in which ionic
exchange occurs naturally. Choosing the right resin to retain a particular component depends on
its properties.
Foam Fractionation (separation)
Foam fractionation is a process of separating or concentrating the dissolved materials by
adsorbing one or more solvents to the surface of the air bubbles passed through the solution to be
treated. Thus foam forms on the surface of which are dissolved both dissolved substances and
solid particles (TSS) which are fixed on the surface of the bubble.
By removing the foam from the surface of the liquid, solvates and solid particles
concentrated in the respective area are eliminated at the same time.
There are several separation techniques based on foam fractionation, some of which apply
with good results in aquaculture, such as bubbling and flotation.
Bubble fractionation is similar, with respect to the operating principle, to the foam
fractionation process which differs in that no foaming occurs. Bubble fractionation occurs where a
surfactant is present but, for various reasons, the solution does not foam. As the solution near the
surface of the liquid is enriched with solvent, removing the surface fluid leads to a decrease in the
solvent content in the waste water introduced at the bottom of the column.
Flotation-based processes are used for waste disposal, ore purification and microorganism’s
concentration. These processes consist of bubbling, under a certain pressure, the air into the
wastewater which, from a physical point of view, can be considered a liquid-solid mixture. In this
case, the air bubbles attach to the solids, the process continuing until the solid - bubble
combination has a specific apparent weight less than that of the water, at which point the solids
become floating and can be easily removed from the system. The physical principle of flotation
consists in the transfer of dissolved substances and fine solid particles from wastewater by
adsorption to the gas bubbles.
The operating principle of the installation (fig. 16) consists in pumping the waste water
(solvent and solvite) into a circular section column, where air is introduced as a small bubble
through a diffuser tube at the lower part.

Figure 16. Basic foam fractionation unit (Wheaton, 1985)
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In their ascension move, the bubbles collect the solution they concentrate on the surface of
the water. Thus, at the surface of the liquid the bubbles pass into the foam phase, carrying with
them the solvite charge and fine solid particles together with a small amount of solvent. The
process of continuous foam formation causes it to be lifted into the column until it is forced to
pass into the collector from where it is discharged.
The filtered water is collected at the base of the column and the level of the liquid in the
column is controlled by a tap placed on the path of the filtered water outlet.
Ozonation
Ozonation is not a proper procedure for separating solvents from wastewater. Ozone helps
to control solid particles indirectly by modifying particle size. Ozone, a highly unstable reactive gas,
has the ability to fragment high weight molecular organic substances into simpler substances that
can be readily biodegraded or retained by precipitation or adsorption.
Ozone is used in many aquarium recirculation systems to reduce turbidity and water color.
The effect of ozonation on the change in solid particle size is not yet clearly defined.
Particular attention should be paid to residual ozone in water, which may cause dysfunctions
at the gill level and, in certain situations, even the death of fish or other organisms coming into
contact with ozonated water.
For these reasons additional research is needed before recommending the use of this
procedure for controlling solid particles in aquaculture recirculation systems.
5.1.5. Applications for solid particle control systems
The main criteria in choosing a particular process for TSS control in a recirculating system is
to ensure an optimum water quality with respect to the suspended solids content with minimum
capital and running costs.
Typically, the processes and installations presented are integrated into complex
technological schemes that satisfy the above mentioned need.
A complete technology and related facilities for TSS control are shown schematically in
fig.17. Depending on the particle size and concentration, the applied technology may comprise all
three phases (pretreatment, main treatment and finishing treatment) or only a part thereof.
The most used pre-treatment installations are sedimentation basins. The main problem to
be considered when applying this process is the limited possibility of removing fine particles and
the relatively high space requirement.
Also, it is necessary to know that with the removal of sludge from the pre-precipitator a
significant solubilization of the suspended solids occurs in the water mass, contributing to the
degradation of the water quality in the system. Therefore, sedimentation pretreatment is a
recommended procedure for resistant species.
Pretreatment of water in tubular decanters has the advantage that it greatly reduces the
technological space and limits the water loss to an appreciable extent, compared to the usual
sedimentation basins. However, the high degree of accumulation of fine particles and, implicitly,
the degradation of recirculated water constitutes an important restrictive factor for the
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applicability of these technologies. Biofilter filling, capable of reducing organic matter loading,
makes it possible to use these separators to pre-treat waste water in a recirculating system.
The efficiency of solid particle separation is obtained by associating the pretreatment
processes with the actual treatment processes. Among the main treatment processes
encountered in the practice of recirculating systems, most are based on granular media (GM)
filtration.
GM filters are used after the removal of coarse particles by sedimentation, so that the
wastewater reached in this treatment stage has a relatively low concentration of TSS. This avoids
the clogging of the filters, reduces the frequency of backwashing and, implicitly, the water and
energy consumption associated with these operations. Combining pre-settling with the proper
filtration with granular agents ensures optimal wastewater treatment under conditions of
significant TSS associated with high biomass density in aquaculture rearing systems.

Figure 17. Solids removal processes and the particle size range in micron over which the
processes are most effective (Timmons et al., 2002)
The upward flow filters eliminate the clogging and compaction problems that occur in filters
where the flow is descending. The downside of the upward filters is that it involves a difficult and
long-lasting, more expensive cleaning. Wet sand filters partially solve the systems with moderate
load in the TSS, the deficiencies mentioned above.
For fish species susceptible to TSS concentration, or for some more sensitive stages of their
development, a final treatment of waste water, namely “finishing”, is required.
Filters with porous media (PM) and different physicochemical processes can be used for this
purpose, the quality of treated water justifying the high cost of these equipment.
Knowing the mechanisms of each solid particle removal process is essential to designing
integrated treatment schemes that meet the requirements of each rearing technology.
The wastewater treatment scheme for a recirculating system is primarily conditioned by its
carrying capacity, implicit by the nature and level of concentration in the TSS.
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5.1.6. Ratings of different mechanical filters
System
technological
Technology /
Sub-technology /
process /
Equipment
Sub-equipment
component

Operational
Space
management
requirements
(Ease of use)

Operational
performance

Acquisition and
implementation
cost

Maintenance
and operation
costs






Sedimentation / Sump
Centrifugation / Centrifuge





Hydrocyclone separation /





Hydrocyclone
Screen filtration / Stationary





screen filter
Screen filtration / Axial rotary





screen filter
Screen filtration / Radial rotary





screen filter (Drum filter)
Screen filtration / Chain-type





rotary screen filter
Mechanical
filtration
Mechanical filtration
Screen filtration / Vibratory screen





filter
Granular media filtration / Sand





filter
Granular media filtration / Bead





filter
Granular media filtration / Porous





media filter
Active carbon filtration /





Diatomaceous earth filter
Physico




Ion exchange filter
chemical
processes
Foam fractionator





Ozonator





NOTE: Regarding the scoring system: Space requirements (where  is large and  is small); Operational management (Ease of use – where  is hard and
 is easy); Operational performance (where  is low and  is high); Acquisition and implementation cost (where  is expensive and  is
cheap); Maintenance and operation costs (where  is expensive and  is cheap). All scoring was done by comparing a technology/equipment with another
(within the same category).
Gravitational
separation
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5.2. Aeration and Oxygenation
5.2.1. Introduction
Dissolved Oxygen (DO) is one of the most important water quality parameters that
determines, in a limitative sense, the level of the carrying capacity and the density of the
population in a recirculating system. The limitation is due to the relatively high oxygen
requirement of aerobic organisms within the system, the relatively low solubility of oxygen in the
water, the absence of photosynthesis, and the reduced water retention rate.
In order to avoid oxygen becoming a limiting factor, it is necessary to supplement it with
respect to the feed ration.
Depending on the size of the carrying capacity of the system, there are a variety of oxygen
enrichment methods
Thus, in the case of systems designed for reduced load capacities, water oxygenation is
achieved by processes whose principle of operation is to provide a maximum contact surface
between atmospheric air and water. For this purpose, specific installations and equipment are
used, such as waterfalls in water basins, water jets, paddlewheels surface aerators, etc.
In the case of recirculating systems with a very high load capacity, the supplementation with
DO is frequently carried out by passing water through an oxygen-enriched gas installation. This is
designed to provide a large contact surface between the gaseous phase and the liquid phase. This
type of equipment has as main quality overloading of water with oxygen, while avoiding water
loading with dissolved nitrogen (DN). The use of supersaturated water with DO allows for
increased stocking density and, implicitly, lower production costs by reducing basin volume, water
flow rate through the system, and the capacity of the water treatment unit. Functionally, these
systems have the advantage of not introducing nitrogen into the water, thereby providing the
possibility of dissolving more oxygen in the water while the total dissolved gas pressure (TGP) is
constant.
The management of dissolved oxygen from water to aquaculture farming systems involves
knowing a multitude of aspects, namely: the properties of dissolved gases in water; the operating
principle, the performance indicators and the design methods of the various types of aeration or
oxygenation equipment and installations.
5.2.2. Gas transfer
In the design and operation of aeration - oxygenation equipment it is necessary to know a
series of basic notions regarding gas transfer theory, such as: gas solubility, transfer speed (rate)
and specific performance indicators.
Gas solubility
The saturation concentration of a water dissolved in water (C*) influences both the direction
and the rate of gas transfer at the gas-water interface. The value of the saturation concentration
(C*) of a gas is determined by its partial pressure in the gaseous phase, the water temperature and
its composition.
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Transfer speed
The driving force to which the transfer of molecular oxygen from the gas phase to the liquid
is mainly determined by the difference between the saturation concentration of the dissolved
oxygen in water (C*) and the oxygen concentration of the environment (C).
In principle, the transfer of oxygen from the gaseous to the liquid phase takes place in
several stages. In a first step, the oxygen molecules pass from the gas phase to the gas-liquid
separation interface. Further, the oxygen molecules diffuse through the laminar gas and liquid
layers of the interface, and ultimately, their permeation into the liquid phase.
Upon their transfer from the gaseous to the liquid phase, the oxygen molecules (nitrogen,
carbon dioxide, etc.) have a certain resistance; the maximum value of this resistance is recorded in
the gas diffusion phase in the liquid.
Under these conditions, the net transfer rate (absorption or elimination) of the oxygen in the
gaseous phase in the liquid phase is directly proportional to the difference between the saturation
concentration of the dissolved oxygen in water (C*) and the oxygen concentration of the
environment (C).
Performance indicators of the aeration – oxygenation systems
In the practice of aquaculture rearing systems, a variety of equipment is used to enrich the
water content of oxygen, depending on the degree of production intensity and the
ecotechnological particularities of the crop species. Depending on these, there are, in principle,
two systems of equipment to ensure optimum oxygen content of water, namely: air-water contact
equipment and pure oxygen input equipment in the water mass; each of these systems is
characterized by specific performance indices.
Air – water contact aeration equipment
Air-water contact equipment (air-water contactors) are used in rearing systems with a
limited degree of production intensity where the oxygen demand is lower in proportion to the
amount of biomass. The main aeration equipment used in aquaculture are: floating surface
stirrers, submersible air diffusers, surface stirrers with ejector tube, water jet stirrers, padding
aeration columns, air-lift equipment, waterfall perforated trays.
Air-water contact systems are designed to accelerate the absorption of oxygen in the air by
various processes, the most commonly used of which consist principally in increasing the water-air
contact surface and/or the introduction of air under pressure into the mass of water.
By contacting the water with the air, the partial gas pressures in the air or the partial
stresses of the same gases dissolved in the water tend to a state of equilibrium that is reached by
the gas transfer between the two phases.
Air stone. Air stones are very inefficient oxygen transfer devices (3–7%), but very inexpensive
in terms of capital and operating costs. At low stocking densities and high exchange rates, they
work very well at maintaining adequate oxygen levels. One disadvantage is the maintenance
requirements due to clogging and biofouling, especially in very hard water (Timmons et al., 2002).
Oxygen-water contact equipment
Pure oxygen-water contact equipment (water-oxygen contactors) is used in densely
populated growth systems where the rate of oxygen consumption is very high.
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The performance of water-oxygen contactors is assessed using several indicators, namely:
oxygen transfer rate (OTR), oxygen transfer efficiency (OTE), oxygen absorption (OA), and oxygen
transfer costs (OTC).
When using these types of contactors, it is possible to over-saturate the water with dissolved
oxygen.
U-tubes. The U-tube aerator operates by increasing the gas pressure, thus increasing the
overall gas transfer rate. It consists of either two concentric pipes or two pipes in a vertical shaft 9
to 45 m deep (fig.18). Oxygen is added at the upper end of the down-leg of the U-tube and as the
water/gas moves downward through the contact loop, an increase in hydrostatic pressure
increase the oxygen transfer rate. The overall oxygen transfer efficiency is a function of the depth
of the U-tube, inlet gas flow rate, water velocity, and diffuser depth and inlet DO concentration.
Concentrations of dissolved oxygen ranging from 20–40 mg/L can be achieved, but the overall
oxygen transfer efficiency if only 30–50%. Off-gas recycling can improve the absorption efficiency
to 55–80%. Two advantages of the U-tube are the low hydraulic head requirements that allow
operation with no external power if sufficient head is available, and that it can be used with water
containing high levels of particulates or organics. Its chief disadvantages are that it does not vent
off gasses such as nitrogen or carbon dioxide very efficiently and construction costs can be high,
particularly if bedrock is present (Timmons et al., 2002).
U-tubes are designed for flows where the down flow velocity is between 1.8 to 3.0 m/s. A
particularly unique problem with U-tubes is that if too much oxygen is added a gas bubble
blockage can occur that results in flow interruption. This will tend to happen if gas-liquid ratios
exceed 25%. Be careful when adding oxygen (Timmons et al., 2002).

Figure 18. U-Tube aeration system
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Packed Columns. Packed column aerators (PCA) consist of a vertical column filled with media
having a high specific surface area. Water is uniformly distributed over the top of the media with a
perforated plate or through a spray bar, and trickles down through the media. Oxygen is injected
into the column and is transferred into the passing water through the large gas/liquid interface on
the media. The column may be either open or closed at the top. Packed columns are efficient
nitrogen strippers, but require a higher gas/liquid ratio (forced aeration) for carbon dioxide
stripping. Packed columns are simple to build and easy to retrofit into existing facilities.
Performance design characteristics include the water distribution method, media characteristics,
media bed depth, gas/liquid loading rates, inlet DO concentration and operating pressure. Their
main disadvantage is fouling due to the accumulation of organics and particulates on the media
over time (Timmons et al., 2002).
Packed columns have two additional advantages (Timmons et al., 2002):

Provide nitrification;

Provide CO2 gas stripping.
LHO’s. Low Head Oxygenators (LHO) are being used more frequently, particularly because of
their adaptability to high flows using minimal hydraulic head, hence their name Low Head
Oxygenator. The original LHO design was developed and patented by Watten (1989). LHO’s vary in
configuration, but all are fundamentally similar in operation. These units consist of a distribution
plate positioned over multiple (5 to 10) rectangular chambers (fig. 19). Water flows over the dam
boards at the end of a raceway or is pumped upwards from an indoor fish tank, through the
distribution plate, and then falls through the rectangular chambers. These chambers provide the
gas-liquid interface needed for mixing and gas transfer. The streams of falling water impact a
collection pool at the bottom of each chamber where the effluent water flows away from each
chamber equally in parallel. All of the pure oxygen is introduced into the outer or first rectangular
chamber. The mixture of gases in the first chamber, which now has a diluted oxygen concentration
passes, sequentially through the remaining chambers. The gaseous mixture will decrease in
oxygen concentration from chamber to chamber as the oxygen is continued to be absorbed.
Finally the gaseous mixture will exit from the last chamber. This gas is referred to as off-gas. Each
of the rectangular chambers is gas tight and the orifices between the chambers are properly sized
and located to reduce back-mixing between chambers (Timmons et al., 2002).
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Figure 19. Low head oxygen (LHO) unit. A typical LHO configuration and components are shown:
water flowing into a collection trough or plate (A), through a perforated distribution plate (B), and
is oxygenated in the chambers (C), as gas flows from inlet gas port (D), through holes between
chamber to chamber (E), to the off gas port (F), where excess gas is bubbled off under water.
Water exits at the bottom of the unit (G) (Timmons et al., 2002).
Aeration Cone/Downflow Bubble Contactors. The aeration cone, bicone, or downflow
bubble contact aerator consists of a cone-shaped cylinder or a series of pipes with reducing
diameters. Water and oxygen enter at the top of the cone, flow downward, and out. As the cone’s
diameter increases, the water velocity decreases, until the downward velocity of the water equals
the upward buoyant velocity of the bubbles. Thus, the bubbles are held in suspension, until they
dissolve into the water. The performance of aeration cones is determined by gas and water flow
rates, influent DO concentration, cone geometry and operating pressure. Absorption efficiency
range from 95–100% with effluent concentrations from 30 to 90 mg/L. Commercial units are
available that transfer from 0.2 to 4.9 kg of oxygen per hour, at 25 mg/L, at flow rates from 170 to
2,300 L per minute (fig. 20) (Timmons et al., 2002).

Figure 20. Aerator cone (down flow bubble contact aerator) (Stickney, 2000)
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Diffused Aeration (Air Stones). Due to their low absorption efficiency, the use of diffusers
or air stones have been limited mainly to emergency oxygenation and fish live-haul systems.
Although some of the recent fine-bubble diffusers (bubbles 100 to 500 microns) do perform well in
deep tanks (50% oxygen transfer efficiency), they require a high pressure source of oxygen (25–50
psi) and are subject to both chemical and organic fouling (Timmons et al., 2002).
Oxygen Injection. The most widely used form of oxygen injection takes advantage of the
increased pressure available when pumping water. Oxygen is injected though a Venturi nozzle or
orifice, creating a fine bubble suspension in the pressurized line. Pressures of 30–235 psi (2 to 22
atmospheres) are needed to achieve satisfactory absorption, with contact times of 6–12 seconds.
Absorption efficiency ranges from 15 to 70% with effluent DO concentration form 30–50 mg/L
(Timmons et al., 2002).
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5.2.3. Ratings of different Aeration and oxygenation
System technological
process / component

Aeration and
oxygenation

Technology /
Equipment

Sub-technology /
Sub-equipment

Space
requirements

Air – water
contact
aeration

Air pump and air stone
Submersible air diffusers
Waterfall perforated trays
U-tube
Packed column aerator (PCA)
Low Head Oxygenator (LHO)
Aeration Cone
Diffused Aeration / Air Stones
Oxygen Injection











Oxygen –
water contact

Operational
management
(Ease of use)










Operational
performance










Acquisition and
implementation
cost










Maintenance
and operation
costs










NOTE: Regarding the scoring system: Space requirements (where  is large and  is small); Operational management (Ease of use – where  is hard and
 is easy); Operational performance (where  is low and  is high); Acquisition and implementation cost (where  is expensive and  is
cheap); Maintenance and operation costs (where  is expensive and  is cheap). All scoring was done by comparing a technology/equipment with another (within
the same category).
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5.3. Carbon Dioxide Control
5.3.1. Introduction
Carbon dioxide management is an essential issue for intensive aquaculture systems. If its
concentration is not maintained at an optimum level, important ecotechnological changes are
made in the system consisting of the following: reducing the water reaction to stress levels,
disturbing the fish's respiration mechanism even in the presence of an optimal oxygen
concentration, reducing the efficiency of the nitrifying filters.
In the case of less intensive rearing systems there is no tendency for carbon dioxide to
accumulate up to the tolerance limit. In aquaculture farming systems where water is re-used or
recirculated, carbon dioxide can accumulate up to stressful concentrations. In addition, the
increasing use of pure oxygen as a source of dissolved oxygen in intensive systems has led to a
decline in conventional aeration methods (mechanical agitation, water flow through obstruction
environments: cascades, stuffing columns, etc.) which, due to their specific mode of operation,
also provided effective water degassing, including the removal of excess carbon dioxide.
Carbon dioxide is a product of the respiratory activity of fish and other organisms that may
be present in a rearing system, the most important of which is bacteria in the filters. An important
difference between carbon dioxide and other dissolved gases, such as oxygen and nitrogen, is that
carbon dioxide is part of a chemical balanced system and its concentration in solution is influenced
by pH. A result of carbon dioxide dependence on pH is the possibility of reducing its concentration
by different physical or chemical processes.
Changing the pH of a solution is the primary chemical method of reducing the concentration
of CO2 in water, a method whose efficiency is determined by alkalinity, initial pH and temperature.
Physical removal methods are based on the transfer of carbon dioxide from water to an
adjacent gaseous phase, usually air. The removal of carbon dioxide causes the pH and
concentration of the inorganic carbon to change and thereby to change the share of inorganic
carbon in water as carbon dioxide.
The mechanism of carbon dioxide removal from the water is complex due to the interaction
between physical gas and chemical transfer processes on the acid-base reaction.
The accuracy of estimating the rate of carbon dioxide removal depends on the extent to
which changes in the composition of the gases and the chemical processes occurring within the
carbon system are taken into account. Thus, a crude estimate of carbon dioxide removal implies
ignoring changes in gas composition as well as chemical reactions occurring at the carbon system
level.
Due to the diversity of known physical processes for the removal of carbon dioxide from
aquaculture waste waters, the most common, and with very good results, are the transfer of gas in
packed columns.
Mainly, chemical processes for carbon dioxide control and carbonate balance consist in
applying a specific pH adjustment to water depending on the transformations that take place
within the system.
In intensive aquaculture systems, carbon dioxide is the result of aerobic breathing of aquatic
organisms, namely the reared biomass and the bacterial biomass. The amount of carbon dioxide
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produced is directly proportional to the amount of oxygen consumed. A simplified stoichiometric
description of breathing results from the reaction:

nO2  CH 2On  nCO2  nH 2O
According to this simplified stoichiometry, one mole of carbon dioxide is produced by each
mole of oxygen consumed, and for each gram of oxygen consumed there are 1.27 grams of carbon
dioxide produced (Grace and Piedrahita, 1991 cited by Timmons and Losordo, 1994).
Carbon dioxide in an intensive aquaculture system is mostly produced in growing tanks; In
addition, a lower amount of carbon dioxide is also produced in biological filters.
In less intensive crop systems with a low degree of water reuse, the required oxygen is
normally provided by the oxygen-rich influent water stream and the resulting carbon dioxide is
discharged by the effluent water stream; this avoids the accumulation of carbon dioxide in the
system.
In the case of densely populated and high-water reuse systems requiring pure oxygen
supply, the balance between the carbon dioxide production rate and its removal rate in the
system is disrupted and therefore the carbon dioxide concentration increases, requiring
controlling it to keep it within optimal limits.
The system's biomass loading rate (system load capacity, kg/L/min) that does not cause a
dangerous level of carbon dioxide is dependent on a multitude of ecotechnological parameters
such as: water temperature and alkalinity, feeding rate, tolerance of species to CO 2 content, etc.
Thus, the literature (Piedrahita and Grace, 1991 quoted by Timmons and Losordo, 1994) indicates
a carbon dioxide concentration of 20 mg/L at a system capacity of 4.5 kg/L/min.
High concentrations of carbon dioxide influences a recirculating rearing system in the
following two ways:

dysregulation of the fish's respiratory mechanism by reducing the blood's ability to transport
oxygen;

decrease in the pH value of the water.
5.3.2. Carbon balance and carbon dioxide control by pH management
Carbon dioxide control by pH management consists in changing the equilibrium
concentrations of species from the carbonate system.
The balance of carbonated carbon expresses a dependency relationship between pH and
carbon dioxide (CO2), carbonic acid (H2CO3), bicarbonate (HCO3-) and carbonate (CO32-).
Carbon dioxide is not a component of alkalinity. Although carbonate and bicarbonate are
reduced when carbon dioxide is removed, the molar sum of the alkaline components remains
constant. Thus, alkalinity remains constant in both the addition of CO 2 in water and its removal
from the solution.
Practically, the reduction of carbon dioxide can be achieved by adding to a water a
concentrated base solution, such as sodium hydroxide. The basic solution is introduced into the
water with a chemical dispensing pump and with a pH sensor system, the process can be
automated.
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Addition of sodium hydroxide or a similar strong base leads to an increase in alkalinity
without causing changes in total carbon carbonate concentration. Increased alkalinity,
accompanied by increasing pH and decreasing carbon dioxide levels, causes the rebalancing of
carbonate species to increase carbonate and bicarbonate ions. The total carbonated carbon
concentration remains, however, unchanged.
An alternative method of chemical control of carbon dioxide in a growth system consists of
using Na2CO3 or calcium-containing substances such as Ca(OH)2, CaMg(CO3)2, or CaO. And in this
case, the alkalinity of the solution increases, and in some cases also the total carbonated carbon.
The analytical determination of the change in carbon dioxide concentration of an aqueous
solution as a result of the addition of one of these substances is based on the carbonate system
equation. With an acceptable accuracy, the concentration in carbon dioxide in an aqueous
solution can also be determined graphically
The chemical control of the carbon dioxide concentration of a growth system causes, over
time, a steady increase in carbonated carbon concentration and alkalinity. This phenomenon
requires a periodic replacement of water in the system in order to keep the two parameters in the
optimal technological field.
The chemical process apparently ensures an easy control of the carbon dioxide
concentration in the culture water in a recirculating system. The application of this procedure in
practice, however, presents a number of inconveniences among which the most important are:
the high cost of the chemicals used, difficulties in handling the reagents, the induction of negative
technological effects, etc.
5.3.3. Carbon dioxide control by gas exchange
Physical processes have a wide use in carbon dioxide management in aquaculture
recirculating systems. The main physical process used to remove carbon dioxide from water
consists of exchanging gases between two different physical media, namely water and air.
Removing carbon dioxide through gas exchange or aeration is a very complex process. Unlike
other dissolved gases (N2, O2), carbon dioxide is present in the solution as part of a chemical
equilibrium system. Thus, by removing the carbon dioxide from the solution, the configuration of
the chemical equilibrium system, with respect to the concentration of the species in the carbonate
system, changes, their sum remaining constant. Under these conditions, the bicarbonate, [HCO 3-],
is constituted in a carbon dioxide reservoir which completes, by dihydroxylation, the dissolved
carbon dioxide (CO2 (water)) as it is removed from the solution. The dihydroxylation reaction of
carbonate in carbon dioxide is not instantaneous. Therefore, there is a delay in the dihydroxylation
of carbonate in carbon dioxide which develops as it is removed from the solution; the magnitude
of the delay is dependent on the kinetics of the carbonate reaction.
Gas exchange.
Supersaturated carbon dioxide from an aqueous solution can be transferred to a gaseous
phase. Exposure of water to the gaseous phase can be accomplished in various ways, namely:
introducing air or pure oxygen into the water, passing water through U injector tubes, degassing
columns (PCA) or cascades, using paddles, etc. Since the carbon dioxide concentration in intensive
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growth systems is typically 20 times higher than the saturation concentration of the environment,
the carbon dioxide transferred has a significant impact on the adjacent gaseous phase. Therefore,
the gaseous phase of the liquid must be permanently refreshed (replaced) to prevent the
accumulation of carbon dioxide, i.e. to increase its concentration to values that reduce the
efficiency of gas transfer between the two media. For this reason, maintaining a proper rate of
carbon dioxide transfer from water to air requires that the ratio (G/L) between the flow rate of the
gaseous phase (G) and the liquid phase (L) be as high as possible. Under these conditions, the
amount of gas available to transport the carbon dioxide transferred from the water is high,
eliminating the possibility of accumulating it at the interface of the two media. The G/L ratio is the
most important variable that causes the removal of carbon dioxide. In the case of degassing
columns (PCAs), most commonly used in aquaculture for carbon dioxide removal, it was
determined experimentally that the minimum value of the G/L ratio, volumetric, is 3.0. Aerating
systems with a G/L ratio of less than 3.0, such as diffusers and injectors, are not indicated for
aquaculture rearing systems characterized by high concentrations of carbon dioxide that require
high rates of removal. It is appreciated that only judiciously designed paddle aerators and
degassing columns (PCA) expose the water to a sufficient amount of air to ensure efficient carbon
dioxide removal. The carbon dioxide removal rate was quantified only for compact degassing
columns (Grace, 1992); for other aeration equipment, data on carbon dioxide removal rate are
insufficient.
Carbon dioxide transfer coefficient
The global mass transfer coefficient (KLa) is usually determined and, therefore, known for
oxygen. The global mass transfer coefficient for carbon dioxide is determined by the global oxygen
mass transfer coefficient and by the ratio of the molecular diffusivity coefficients of the two gases.
Oxygen diffusivity is 2.5 x 10-5 ± 20% atm-1 while carbon dioxide diffusivity is 1.96 x 10-5 ± 1% atm-1
(Perry, Green and Maloney, 1984 quoted by Timmons and Losordo, 1994). The value range for the
ratio of diffusivity coefficients is 0.65÷0.99. Even though this ratio is less than 1.00, a mass transfer
coefficient for carbon dioxide equal to that of oxygen is recommended when designing degassing
columns (PCAs).
Depending on the availability of the data that characterizes the operation of a degassing
column (PCA), there are more or less accurate methods to estimate carbon dioxide effluent
loading.
An approximate (gross) method for estimating the carbon dioxide removal by aeration in a
degassing column is based on the following simplifying assumptions:

the transfer of gas from the liquid does not significantly affect the composition of the
adjacent gaseous phase nor the value of the saturation concentration;

no chemical reactions occur in the carbonate system during the transfer.
Characterization of gas flow
It must be taken into account, in addition to the G/L ratio, the characteristics of the gas flow
through the column, which can be in the block (laminar), completely mixed (turbulent) or
combined (mixed).
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The flow regime significantly influences the saturation concentration in different sections of
a PCA column. If the gas flow through the column is turbulent, then the saturation concentration is
constant over the entire height of the column. In this case, the rate of carbon dioxide removal is
directly proportional to the height of the degassing column.
When the flow of gas inside the column is laminar, the molar fraction of gas or
corresponding saturation concentration is variable on column height. The gas flow regime in a
laminar or turbulent degassing column (PCA) is conditioned by the column dimensions (height and
diameter) and the gas flow rate.
For a more accurate determination of mass transfer, assuming a laminar flow regime, it is
necessary to take into account the fact that the saturation concentration is variable on the height
of the column.
5.3.4. CO2 control by gas transfer combined with kinetics of chemical reactions
It was found that the removal of carbon dioxide with a degassing column (PCA) is the
combined result of gas exchange and chemical reactions, both phenomena being produced
simultaneously. The operation of the column involves the entry of waste water at the top of the
column, with all carbonate species in balance. In the first section of the column, of the carbonate
species, only the carbon dioxide is removed as a result of the gas exchange. The removal of carbon
dioxide reduces total carbon dioxide and increases the pH by adjusting the carbonate carbon
species balance levels accordingly. While the bicarbonate, carbonate and hydroxyl ions instantly
reach the relative balance, the balance between carbon dioxide and bicarbonate is reached at a
lower rate after a certain period of time. During the flow of liquid from the top of the section to
the bottom of it, part of the bicarbonate ions react to form carbon dioxide. Due to the difference
between the rate of carbon dioxide removal by gas exchange and the CO 2 production by
dihydroxylation, the difference between the actual and the carbon dioxide equilibrium
concentration appears in the column, a difference which increases the flow rate of the liquid.
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5.3.5. Ratings of different Carbon dioxide control
System
technological
process /
component

Carbon dioxide
control

System
technological
process /
component
Carbon dioxide
control by pH
management
Carbon dioxide
control by gas
exchange

System technological
process / component
Chemical dispensing
pump and pH sensor
system
Degassing column
(within
aeration/oxygenation
equipment)

System
technological
process /
component

System
technological
process /
component

System
technological
process /
component

System
technological
process /
component

System
technological
process /
component





















NOTE: Regarding the scoring system: Space requirements (where  is large and  is small); Operational management (Ease of use – where  is
hard and  is easy); Operational performance (where  is low and  is high); Acquisition and implementation cost (where  is
expensive and  is cheap); Maintenance and operation costs (where  is expensive and  is cheap). All scoring was done by comparing
a technology/equipment with another (within the same category).
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5.4. pH Control
5.4.1. Introduction
The functionality of aquaculture growth systems is dependent on the biological nitrification
process by which ammonia and nitrites (toxic compounds), are oxidized into nitrates compounds
with much less toxicity. The nitrification process results in H+ ions consuming the alkalinity of the
water and reducing the pH of the system. To the extent that the pH is allowed to fall, the
nitrification rate, thus the system's fish productivity, will record lower values. Therefore, the
management of the design and operation of a recirculating system implies a good knowledge of
the fundamental relationship between pH and alkalinity, as well as how to use this relationship in
order to maintain the water reaction at the optimum values required by the nitrification process.
5.4.2. Alkalinity and pH control
In most of the natural freshwater sources, the dominant water buffering system is the
carbonate system. Therefore, in the recirculating systems, the most suitable pH control method is
to buffer the culture water with carbonate products. The carbonation buffer system consists of 3
components, namely: carbonic acid (H2CO3), bicarbonate (HCO3-), and carbonate (CO32-). Regarding
H2CO3, this exists only in very low concentrations. The sum of the molar concentrations of all these
components is denoted by CT and represents the total concentration of inorganic carbon in the
system.
CT = [H2CO3] + [HCO3-] + [CO32-]
The carbonate system can be considered "volatile" or "non-volatile" as the carbon dioxide in
the water is allowed or not, as a gas exchange, to balance atmospheric carbon dioxide. Mixing
conditions and hydraulic residence times are criteria for assessing whether a closed cycle
aquaculture system is "volatile" or "non-volatile" in relation to the atmospheric carbon dioxide
balance.
Both in the non-volatile and volatile systems the pH equilibrium is controlled by the alkalinity
(ALK); the [ALK]-pH correlation for volatile and non-volatile systems is shown in figure 28. The
graphical representation of the [ALK]-pH correlation (fig. 21) indicates that at the same system
alkalinity, [ALK] = 0.0007 ech/L, the pH of the volatile system is 8.2 and for non-volatile is 6.7.
Most systems approach the behavior of volatile systems, but the atmospheric balance is
never reached. The addition or depletion of any component of alkalinity will result in pH change.
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Figure 21. [ALK]-pH correlation for volatile and non-volatile systems
(Timmons and Losordo, 1994)
5.4.3. Nitrification
It is known that biological nitrification of ammonia-nitrogen is primarily accomplished by two
types of bacteria. These genes, Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter, are classified as autotrophs
because they obtain energy from inorganic compounds. Nitrification comprises two steps; the first
step is mediated by the Nitrosomonas genus, while the second stage, is mediated by the
Nitrobacter genus.
NO2  1 O 2  NO3
2

NH4  3 O2  2H   NO2
2
The reactions described by previous equations are accompanied by the production of a
certain amount of energy. The energy produced is used by nitrifying bacteria in cellular synthesis
processes. In both reactions, oxygen is an electron acceptor, the only one that can be used by
Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter. Therefore, the nitrification process requires an aerobic
environment for a continuous and normal deployment.
The biomass synthesis reaction for Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter is:
NH4  HCO3  4CO2  H 2O  C5 H7 O2 N  5O2

where C5H7O2N represents the biomass of Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter bacteria.
The synthesis reaction requires continuous power supply. During the nitrification this energy
is obtained from the oxidation of NH4+ and NO2-. The energy produced by oxidizing one mole of
NH4+ is less than the energy required to produce a "mole" of bacterial cells (C5H7O2N). All of the
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three previous equations should be well proportioned so that, after taking into account the energy
transfer efficiency, energy consumption is equal to energy production.
When this condition is satisfied, the overall reaction of the nitrification process (Timmons
and Losordo, 1994) is expressed by the relationship:

NH4  1,83O2  1,98HCO3  0,021C5H7 O2 N  0,98NO3  1,041H 2O  1,88H 2CO3
An important result of this equation is that alkalinity in the form [HCO 3-] is consumed in the
-

reaction of HCO3- + H+ = H2CO3. The alkalinity consumption rate is 1.98 moles of HCO3 per mole of
NH4+ oxidized.
In order to maintain a relatively constant pH of the system, the alkalinity supplementation
rate should be equal to the alkalinity consumption rate; otherwise, the omission of alkalinity will
ultimately lead to a rapid pH decrease, and at the same time, interrupting the system.
5.4.4. Management of alkalinity and pH
The alkalinity and pH management of a closed cycle aquaculture system involves assessing
the rate of alkalinity consumption (nitrification rate) and determining the type and amount of
supplement to be used to restore lost alkalinity.
The rate of alkalinity consumption
The rate of water alkalinity consumption in a recirculating system depends on the rate of
nitrification of the nitrogen compounds.
To evaluate the rate of nitrification in a recirculating system, the following hypotheses are
assumed:

the nitrification is complete to provide optimum media conditions, corresponding to the
technological requirements of the reared biomass;

nitrogen from food that has not been assimilated to the fish protein or has not been
removed with the removed macroparticles will be nitrified;

volatilization of ammonia is minimal;

nitrification takes place both in the system's growing tanks and outside in the water
treatment plants.
Substances used as alkalinity supplements
The criteria used to choose an alkalinity supplement are the degree of solubility, cost and
ease of application; Table 2 lists the main substances used as alkaline supplements and their
characteristics.
In terms of solubility, some compounds (MgCO3) should be avoided due to their low
solubility under the pH conditions specific to aquaculture systems.
Another aspect of solubility refers to the possibility of precipitation of CaCO 3 when calciumbased alkalinity supplements such as CaO or Ca(OH)2 are used. Precipitation of calcium carbonate
does not pose a problem because the precipitated CaCO3 precipitate forms the alkalinity reserve
of the system, a reserve that contributes to pH stabilization in the event of a sudden increase in
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the rate of nitrification. In this regard, it is worth mentioning that precipitation of CaCO3 is
accompanied by a slight decrease in pH.
The potential for overdose is another important consideration taken into consideration
when choosing the alkalinity supplement.

Table 1. Alkalinity Supplement Properties (Bisogni and Timmons, 1991)
Overdosing causes a rapid, difficult to control, pH of culture water above the desired value.
NaOH and Na2CO3, strongly reactive compounds, are highly soluble in water. The risk of
overdosing when using these substances as alkaline supplements is very high. In the case of
NaHCO3, relatively weak and very soluble base, it is difficult to produce an overdose when using
this compound. With regard to the potential for calcium-overdose, it is diminished by the high
precipitation rate of CaCO3 as pH increases.
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5.4.5 Ratings of different pH control
System
technological
System technological process / component
process /
component
Chemical dispensing pump and pH sensor
system
pH control
Buffering with carbonate products

System
System
System
technological technological technological
process /
process /
process /
component
component
component

System
technological
process /
component

System
technological
process /
component





















NOTE: Regarding the scoring system: Space requirements (where  is large and  is small); Operational management (Ease of use – where  is
hard and  is easy); Operational performance (where  is low and  is high); Acquisition and implementation cost (where  is
expensive and  is cheap); Maintenance and operation costs (where  is expensive and  is cheap). All scoring was done by comparing
a technology/equipment with another (within the same category).
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5. Water Quality in RAS Systems
Due to the environmental restrictions which appeared in many countries (land restrictions,
water limitations and environment pollution) recirculating aquaculture systems (RAS) are
developed rapidly in many areas of the fish farming sector.
RAS offers the advantage of growing fish in a controlled environment with a big reduction
of water consumption due to waste-management and nutrient recycling, being environmentally
friendly (Timmons and Ebeling, 2013; Jacob Bregnballe, 2015; Martins et al., 2010). These kinds of
systems can control the water quality, the water temperature, are not dependent on the weather
and it has low water and land requirements (Ebeling et al., 1995).
Mainly, the technology uses mechanical and biological filters for water treatment but some
systems contains more treatment units such as: unit for the administration of ozone, for the
wastewater disinfection and organic waste removal; degassing unit, for carbon dioxide removing;
monitoring and control systems (Michaud, 2007; Jacob Bregnballe, 2015).
Water has an important impact at the fish growth and the final quality of the fish (tissue
quality, texture and taste). Thus, maintaining the physico-chemical parameters of the water in the
recirculating system, in the optimal range for the raised species, ensures a higher growth rate of
the fish biomass, while poor water quality affects the physiology of the fish, the rate of growth,
causes pathological changes and disorders of the functioning of internal organs, in some cases
even leading to high mortality. Also, water quality has a decisive influence on the growth of
biological material by direct and/or indirect action of organic or inorganic solvates in water, which,
in optimal quantities corresponding to biological necessities, ensures a normal development. Any
deviation of certain parameters from the optimal interval may be detrimental to the fish.
Mainly, water quality in the growing units depends on two things (fig. 22), the quality of
the influent water and changes in the water quality inside the rearing units which is influenced by
feed input and biological activity (Colt et al., 2009).

Figure 22. Processes that affect water quality in a recirculating aquaculture system
(adapted after Colt et al., 2009).
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The primary water quality parameters include temperature, dissolved oxygen (DO), pH,
ammonia, nitrites, nitrates, suspended solids, but it is also important to control aspects like
salinity, alkalinity, biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) (Table 2). So, in order to be able to reuse
the water in a RAS system it is important to monitor and control variables, since they directly
affect animal health, feed utilization, growth rates and carrying capacities.
Table 2. Water criteria quality for a recirculation system (Jacob Bregnballe, 2015)

Temperature. In a RAS system, water temperature is the most important parameters to
consider when assessing water quality. Because fish are poikilothermic or cold-blooded, their body
temperature is approximately the same as their environment and each species has an optimum
temperature range that maximizes growth and an upper and lower limit beyond which they
cannot survive (table 3).
Knowing the thermal optimum for each species (table 4) have a great importance in the
intensive growing and exploitation technologies since temperature directly affects the
physiological processes, such as respiration rate, efficiency of feeding and assimilation, growth,
behavior, reproduction (Timmons and Ebeling, 2013).
Table 3. Optimum Temperature Ranges (°C) for some fish species raised in a RAS system
Species
Temp.
Source
Range
Rainbow trout (O. mykiss)
14–16°
Aston, 1981
Brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalus)
7–13°
Piper, et al. 1982
Channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus)
25–30°
Tucker & Robinson, 1990
Carp (Cypriums carpio)
25–30°
Aston, 1981
Tilapia (Sarotheorodon, sp.)
28–32°
Aston, 1981
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Above the optimum temperature, the increased energy requirements for food conversion
and other metabolic processes ensure that the law of diminishing returns applies. Also, at higher
than optimum temperatures, the fish food conversion ratios are lower. Further temperature
increases beyond optimum are of no benefit, and may in fact approach lethal levels (Timmons and
Ebeling, 2013).
Changes of the environmental temperature affect the fishes' rate of biochemical reactions,
which leads to different metabolic and oxygen consumption rates. At the lower ranges of the
species tolerable temperature range, these rates decrease. As water temperatures increase, fish
become more active and consume more dissolved oxygen, while simultaneously producing more
carbon dioxide and other excretory products, such as ammonia. These increasing rates of
consumption of necessary elements and production of detrimental elements can have a direct
effect on overall fish health and survival if these parameters are allowed to exceed nominal values.
If not corrected, the fish will become stressed to some degree. Even low levels of stress can have
adverse long-term consequences in the form of reduced growth rates or mortality due to
opportunistic organisms that take advantage of the stressed fish. (Timmons and Ebeling, 2013).
Besides that, temperature affects several other parameters and can influence the physical
and chemical properties of water, such us (Figure 41):
 Salinity and conductivity
 Metabolic rates and photosynthesis production
 Compound toxicity
 Dissolved oxygen and other dissolved gas concentrations
 Oxidation reduction potential
 pH
In a RAS system, the temperature can be regulated with different heaters and coolers
(Losordo et al., 1999) and water exchanges (fig. 23).
Controlling temperature in a RAS system

 Heaters or coolers (depending of
the species)
 Water exchange


Figure 23. Solution for controlling temperature in a RAS system
Table 4. Criteria and Effects of Temperature on some Fish Species
Species
Oncorhynchus mykiss
Salmo trutta
Cyprinus carpio
Clarias gariepinus

Lower lethal temperature
tolerance range
2
2
2–4
8 – 10

Target water quality
range for growth
17 - 18
12 - 13
30 - 32
28 - 30
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Upper lethal
temperature range
27
26 - 28
32 - 41
40 - 43
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Dissolved oxygen (DO). After temperature, dissolved oxygen is the most important and
most critical parameter, which requires continuous monitoring in intensive production systems.
Low oxygen concentrations in water lead to serious adverse effects such as respiratory stress,
hypoxia, lethargy, including fish death.
In aquaculture systems there are many competitors for dissolved oxygen. The competition
for oxygen dissolved in water is given on the one hand by the fish biomass and on the other hand
by the chemoautotrophic nitrifying bacteria (which carries out the oxidation of ammonia) and the
chemoheterotrophic bacteria that consume the organic carbon.
The required dissolved oxygen level is directly proportional to the density of the fish from
the RAS, so a higher stocking density involves a high biological oxygen demand. Minimum values
of dissolved oxygen as also highly dependent on species and growing conditions (table 5, fig.24).
Table 5. Criteria and Effects of Dissolved Oxygen on the Health of Fish (South African Water
Quality Guidelines, 1996)
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Chronically low DO levels cause stress, resulting in reduced appetite, poor growth and
production and an increase in susceptibility to infectious diseases. Symptoms include gulping of air
at the water surface, stress coloration and an increase in swimming activity
Also, high DO concentrations (>20 mg/L) are toxic to fish and can cause physiological
dysfunctions (including gas bubble disease) and developmental abnormalities in fertilized eggs and
larvae (Department of Water Affairs and Forestry, 1996).

Controlling DO in a RAS system






Aeration
Oxygenation
Liquid oxygen injection
Water exchange

Figure 24. Solution for controlling DO in a RAS system
pH. In a RAS system, the pH tends to decrease when nitrifying bacteria produce acidity,
consuming alkalinity as well as carbon dioxide resulting from the breathing process of fish and
micro-organisms. Carbon dioxide reacts with water to form carbonic acid that lowers pH. At a pH
of less than 6 pH units, the nitrifying bacteria are inhibited and no longer converts ammoniacal
nitrogen.
The optimum pH value for growth and health of most aquatic animals is 6,5-9 (Timmons et
al., 2007). If the fish are exposed to extreme values of pH, growth rate will be significantly reduced
with stressful or lethal effects on the fish biomass.
Table 6. Criteria and Effects of pH on the Health of Fish (South African Water Quality Guidelines,
1996)

Generally, in recirculating systems, the optimal pH range is maintained by the addition of
alkaline buffer solutions. The most commonly used buffer solutions are sodium bicarbonate and
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calcium carbonate. The pH value needs to be constantly monitored and controlled (fig. 25) to keep
it at optimum levels in the rearing tank and the biofilter. If nothing is done the environment will
eventually become toxic (Ebeling et al., 1995; Lekang, 2007; Losordo et al., 1999).
Controlling pH in a RAS system
 Chemical treatments
(based to regulate pH)
 Water exchange
 Addition of seawater

Figure 25. Technical solution for controlling pH in a RAS system
Nitrogen compounds (Ammonia, Nitrites and Nitrates).
Ammonia is the main source of nitrogen removed from fish and is excreted especially in the
gills in the form of ammoniacal gas. Ammonia is the product of catabolism resulting from protein
digestion and is extremely toxic.
In the aquatic environment, ammonia is present in two forms: non-toxic and non-toxic
+
(NH4 ) dissociated or ionized (NH4+), which is toxic to most fish at a constant value exceeding 0,03
mg/L. Ammonia in undissociated form easily penetrates the tissue barriers, penetrating through
the branch epithelium in the blood of the fish, acting harmful to the nervous system. The rate of
conversion from NH4 + to NH3 depends both on temperature and pH. Also, low concentrations of
dissolved oxygen (DO) increase the toxicity of NH3 (table 7).
Table 7. Criteria and Effects of ammonia on the Health of Fish (South African Water Quality
Guidelines, 1996)
Ammonia Range
(mg NH3/L)
Target Water Quality
Range
0.0- 0.025
0.025 - 0.3

0.3 - 1.10

Target Water Quality

Effects
Cold-water fish
At pH > 8.0 the upper range of the TWQR must be < 0.025. Values slightly
higher may not harm fish, if previously acclimatized to this concentration
Some sub-lethal effects, especially reduced growth rate for cold-water species.
Adverse physiological and/or histopathological effects may occur. Blue-sac
disease in yolk sac fry of rainbow trout. The 96-hr LC for 50 32-day- old juvenile
rainbow trout is 0.16 mg NH3/L
Adverse physiological and histopathological effects occur in the range of 0.3 0.6 mg NH /L. The 96-hr 3 LC50 for post-yolk-sac rainbow trout is 0.37 mg NH3
/L. The 96-hr LC50 for sub adult and adult rainbow trout is in the range 0.44 1.10 mg NH /L
Warm-water fish
No health or sub-lethal effects
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0.0 - 0.3
0.3 - 0.8
1.0 - 3.0

6.5 ± 1.5
9.1 ± 1.4

Possible sub-lethal effects in warm-water fish occur in the range of 0.3 - 0.8 mg
NH /L
The 96-hr LC50 for larvae of common carp 1(Cyprinus carpio) is in the range
1.74 - 1.84 mg NH3 /L. The 96-hr LC50 for Mozambique tilapia (Oreochromis
mossambicus) is in the range 2.08 - 2.53 mg NH3 /L. The 96-hr LC50 for African
catfish larvae (Clarias gariepinus) is 2.30 mg NH /L.
96-hr LC for sub-adult African catfish.
96-hr LC50 for Clarias gariepinus x Heterobranchus longifilis hybrids.

For most recirculating aquaculture systems, ammonia removal usually takes place in
specialized filtration compartments (biological filters, chemical filters) located outside the growing
basins. Biofilters are formed from active bacterial cultures attached to specific surfaces.
High concentrations of internal ammonia affect intracellular and blood pH, and
osmoregulation. This may result in reduced internal ion concentrations, increased urine flow
(>12% of the lethal threshold concentration) and plasma renin activity (in rainbow trout) and
acidemia, which adversely affects the oxygen-binding capacity of hemoglobin.
Also, at long-term exposure of fish to reversed water-to-blood ammonia concentrations
leads to various manifestations of chronic toxicity:
- Increases in the primary stress indicators in the blood, i.e. increased concentrations of cortisol
and catecholamines;
- Capillary congestion and dilation; renal blood vessel damage; connective tissue inflammation
and hyperplasia;
- Tissue damage of the gills (epithelial cell hyperplasia and hypertrophy; separation of epithelial
cells from pillar cells which results in inflammation of the gill tissue;
- cellular degeneration; lamellar detachment; congestion; hemorrhage; aneurysms; karyolysis
and karyorrhexis) (Department of Water Affairs and Forestry, 1996).
Nitrites. Generally, nitrites occur in aquatic environments as a product of the activity of
gram-negative bacteria, chemoautotrophs, being intermediates in the nitrification process, which
is the two-step oxidation of ammoniacal nitrogen to nitrates. This nitrification is dependent on the
degree of aeration of the water in the system (Cristea et. al.,2002).
Although nitrite is converted to nitrate relatively quickly by ozone and the nitrifying
bacteria in a properly balanced biofilter, it is a problem in recirculating systems because it is being
created on a constant basis, so the fish are continually exposed to certain concentration (Timmons
and Ebeling, 2013). Nitrites are very toxic to aquatic organisms because they enter the body of fish
through chlorine cells in the branched epithelium by a mechanism in which chlorine molecules
play a role as mediator.
The immediate effect of nitrites on fish is observed in the blood. Plasma can accumulate
nitrites, acting as a means of transport to spread them into tissues. In red blood cells, nitrites
oxidize Fe2 + hemoglobin into Fe3+ producing methemoglobin, unable to transport oxygen.
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Exposure of fish to high nitrite concentrations causes gills to deteriorate (hypertrophy,
hyperplasia, epithelial separation) and thymus (hemorrhage and necrotic lesions) (Wedemeyer,
1996).
For most recirculating aquaculture systems, ammonia removal usually takes place in
specialized filtration compartments (biological filters, chemical filters) located outside the growing
basins. The toxicity of nitrite can be reduced or stopped by chloride ions. Usually between 6 ÷ 10
parts of chloride protect the 1part nitride fish. In this situation, pH, alkalinity and dissolved oxygen
values must be checked, reduced feed intensity, or system water may be replaced, and if the
nitrite concentration increases, NaCl is added (table 8).
Table 8. Criteria and Effects of Nitrite on the Health of Fish (South African Water Quality
Guidelines, 1996)
Nitrite Concentration
(mg NO2-N /L)
Target WaterQuality Range
0 - 0.05
0.06 - 0.25
7.0
10 - 15
86
140.2

Effects
No known adverse effects; The TWQR is protective for salmonids
and most other species
Toxic to salmonids (LC50 for Oncorhynchus mykiss)
LC50 for Ictalurus punctatus
LC50 for Oreochromis and Tilapia spp; Tolerated by Clarias
gariepinus adults
LC50 Lepomis macrochirus
LC50 for Micropterus salmoides

Nitrates are the final product of nitrification, they are relatively non-toxic, except for very
high values. Generally, nitrates do not go up to critical levels if there is a change of water in the
system with fresh water in a proportion of 5 ÷ 10% daily. At the same time, in many recirculating
systems, it appears that denitrification occurs within the system, which maintains nitrate
concentrations below the toxic level. In systems with low water exchange or high hydraulic
retention times, denitrification has become increasingly important (Timmons and Ebeling, 2013)
(table 9).
Table 9. Criteria and Effects of Nitrate on the Health of Fish (South African Water Quality
Guidelines, 1996)
Nitrate Concentration
(mg NO3-N/L)
Target Water Quality Range < 300
1 000

Effects
No known adverse effects
Below the 96-hour LC50 values for most fish

For the RAS systems a non-specific method of removing nitrate can be: passing the water
stream through an ion exchange column with a selective affinity for nitrates. Unfortunately, the is
expensive because other anions will also be removed, depending on the nature of the resin used.
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On a commercial scale the process described requires competent operation, control and
maintenance and is generally not viable under culture conditions (fig. 26).
Controlling N compounds in a RAS system

 Biofiltration
 pH control methods integration
with plants or vegetables
 Aeration
 Daily water exchange (10%)
 Feed management

Figure 26. Technical solution for controlling N in a RAS system
Alkalinity. Alkalinity is a measure of the pH-buffering capacity or the acid-neutralizing
capacity of water. Alkalinity is defined as the total amount of titratable bases in water expressed
as mg/L equivalent calcium carbonate (CaCO3) (Timmons and Ebeling, 2013).
At pH values less than 8.3 the hydrogen carbonate ion concentration is the predominant
form whereas at pH values greater than 8.3 and 9.6 the concentrations of the carbonate and
hydroxide ions, respectively, are of consequence. Other ions which may also contribute to the
alkalinity of water are borates, silicates, phosphates and organic bases.
For intensive fish growth, the recommended alkalinity range is 100 ÷ 150 mg /L (table 10)
Table 10. Criteria and Effects of alkalinity on the Health of Fish (South African Water Quality
Guidelines, 1996)
Alkalinity Range
(mg CaCO3/L)
0 - 20
Target Water Quality Range 20 - 100

Effects
Below optimal production
Production is optimal within this range

Water quality problems associated with alkalinity are usually the result of inadequate
alkalinity and therefore poor buffering capacity. Treatment normally entails increasing the
alkalinity of the water by the addition of lime. In a RAS system alkalinity can be adjusted through
the addition of sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3), common baking soda. Other materials can be used,
but sodium bicarbonate safe, inexpensive, and easy to be used (fig. 27)
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Controlling Alkalinity in a RAS system
 Lime addition
 Addition of sodium bicarbonate
(NaHCO3)
 Controlling pH

Figure 27. Technical solution for controlling alkalinity in a RAS system
Hardness- represents a measure of the amount of calcium (Ca2+) and magnesium (Mg2+),
salts that are present in water. In freshwater farming systems, fish are hypertonic in their
environment. This means that water tends to balance the differences in osmosis; for this reason,
fish must dispose of large amounts of urine to maintain their internal physiological balance.
Waters have traditionally been classified as soft (0–75 mg/L), moderately hard (75–150
mg/L), hard (150–300 mg/L), or very hard (> 300 mg/L) (Timmons and Ebeling, 2013). Hard waters
usually exhibit fairly high alkalinities, although during acidification, alkalinity can be rapidly
reduced while the concentrations of calcium and magnesium (i.e. hardness) remains the same (fig.
28)
Controlling Hardness in a RAS system
 Use mixed-bed ion changes columns

Figure 28. Technical solution for controlling hardness in a RAS system
Table 11. Criteria and Effects of hardness on the Health of Fish (South African Water Quality
Guidelines, 1996)
Concentration
(mg/L CaCO3)
5
10
Target Water Quality Range
20 - 100
> 175
> 300
300 - 500

Effects
Impairs growth and survival of catfish fry
Minimum recommended concentration for catfish
No known adverse effects; recommended range for most fresh-water fish
Production generally less than optimal; osmoregulation of most fish
species may be impaired
Survival and growth of freshwater prawns affected; much lower
concentrations are preferred
Recommended concentration for the successful hatching of silver carp
eggs. Recommended for high survival, good growth and feed conversion of
red drum, Sciaenops ocellatus, juveniles
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Calcium and magnesium interact with metals, decreasing the toxicity of metals such as zinc
and copper. Similarly, increased calcium concentrations decrease the toxicity of ammonia. Water
is commonly softened either by the addition of lime followed by recarbonation, or by using ion
exchange, sometimes preceded by a precipitation if the feed water is particularly hard.
Adequate concentrations of calcium and magnesium are necessary to ensure growth and
survival of fish. Calcium is necessary for bone formation, blood clotting and other biological
processes. Calcium in culture water reduces the loss of other salts from fish. A loss of salts causes
a reduction in growth, as the fish must use energy supplied through the diet to re-absorb lost salts.
Low levels of calcium also result in reduced disease resistance in fry.
Magnesium and calcium have an important role in muscle contraction and the transmission
of nervous impulses in animals. In a hard water (> 250 mg / L alkalinity) will lose less metabolic
energy for osmoregulation than fish in poor water (<100 mg / L alkalinity) so they have to
consume more metabolic energy for growth.
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